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1. lntroduction

1.1. Bachground

The availability of robust commeÍcial computational luid dynamics (CFD) software and high

"pã"0 
ãárprúng has lêad to the increasing use of cFD Íor the solution of fluid engineering

pl"ú"ri áãà*-at industriat sectors and tÀe marine industry is no exception. Computational

iietnoos are now routinely usêd, for example, to examine vêssel boundary layer and wâke' to

predict propeller perÍormance and to evaluate structural loads.

Recently there has been a growing awareness that computational methods can prove difficult

to ãppty reriauty i.e. with ã known level of accuracy. This is in part due to CFD being a

i"oríÉág"-b;.éo âctivity and, despitê the avaitability oÍ. the_computationât software, thê

ti;ã;i;ãõ; Éàià emuoaião in the expert user is nor avaitabte- This has read ro a number oÍ

initiativei tnat nave sought to structu;e existing knowledge in the form of best practice advice.

i*á notuot" examplesãre the best practice guidelines developed by ERCoFTAC and.the-

eü.p"an úer"tià network QNET-CÊD. The guidelines presented.here build on the work of

G"á fu initiatives, particutaíy the ERCOFTÀC BPG', which with some modiÍication and

adaptation, have been used as a template for thesê guidelines'

The guidelines provide simple practical advice on the application of computational method-s in

hvJrãJvnari"s' within the marinê industry. lt covers both potential and viscous flow

calculations.

The range of CFD tools available for these classes of problem is broad and varied'

F;;he;;;;e, their development has followed different paths, with both specialised maritime

cÊó pacfages and more general engineering CFD tools being applied to these problems'

inii tras pósented .omeu|-hat of a pioblem in developing these guidelines. However, it is

true to say that there are many common elements regardless.of the tools being used. The

ná"0 io uÁo"otuno the physicé of the problem in hand, the limitations of the equations being

,iáa, ttr" 0".i" of the numeÍical methods employed and thê means to get the most accurate

and consistent results for the available computing resouÍce, are but some of the common

ãhátf"ng"" faced by the CFO user in maritime sector with his or her counteíparts in other

flelds of engineering.

These guidelines therefore address these common aspects of cFo. Problem speciÍic

guidancé, relating to phenomena such as cavitation on propellers or green water wave

iáading on otfshoie structures, are covered in the accompanying Application Guidelines which

are being developed within each of the MARNET-CFD Thematic Area Groups

1.2. Scope

This document provides both background and guidance for the methods used to examine

flows which are incompressible, steady and unsteady, laminar and turbulent with or without

free suúaces. The guidelines address both potential and viscous flow methods, and the

aspects of CFD that are common lo all methods.

These advice presented is relevant to problems involving:

. vessel boundary layers and wakes

. seakeeping

. vessel manoeuvring

. propellerperformance

. control surface performance

. fluid/structureinteraction

. offshore fluid loading and floating platform response

. free surface flow
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1.3. Structure of this document

Following this introduction, an overview of the gêneral methods used in marine CFD is

pi""""i"1. iÀit oegins wittr a review of the fluid ãquations of motion and the ways in which

[r,á, 
"re 

rseo. anJthen examines the theories behind potential and viscous flow methods'

Éràã .rrr"ce Rã*s 
"nd 

the specific ways oÍ modelling them are also discussed'

ThisisfollowedbythedeÍinitionoftheconceptsolgeneralerrorsanduncertâintiesincFD'
anJ a cámpreneniive seclion providing guideiines on.how to.deal with method independent

errórs anO uncertainties. Guideiines are given to draw the user's attention to the likely sources

ãi ,""ártái"tv when formulating a problãm, and thê known sources of erÍor inherent in cFo
methods.

Detailedissuestobeconsideredinmodellingpotentialandviscousflowsarethendiscussed,
il.|"f,ti"g1É r""|with guidance aimed at mát<ing problem Íormulation end simulation easier

and more accurate.

This is followed by a comprehensive section dealing with best practice guidelines Íor viscous

incompressible tu;bulent flow calculations using RANS methods'

The section on application examples provides illustrations oÍ some typical uses of CFD for the

Àuiitir" enriton."nt, and illustrates many of the main points of the guidelines'

This is followed by a checklist of best practice guidance, designed.to.act as a quick reÍerence

section, and corfiled as a summary of best prãctice advice given in the previous sections.

Finally, a section is included which Provides a reÍerence to. typical general purpose and

oeoiiáieo marine cFo codes for use in design assessment work in the marine industry.

1.4. Acknowtedgements and other sources

These best practice guidelines have been compiled through inq{-llo.m each oÍ the MARNET

tneãatic arda co-ordinators. We have also made use of the ERCOFTAC IAC best practice

ària"lin"" for viscous flow, from which areas relevant to marine hydrodynamics have.been

É_iã-"i"á1cÍ"pt"" á, + aáo 01. This has been done with a view to making a contribution to

ÉÀcóÊiÀc sic zs istrip hydiodynamics) and rhe QNET-CFD Thematic Network, which is

itselÍ estabtishing oroào t]esi praciice guidetines in cFo.foí the whole of European industry.

inã ràttài úr bã working toward induslry speciÍtc guidêlines, and MARNET-CFD will add to

this knowledge base.

other resources include the works oÍ authors from WEGEMT school lecture notes on

maritime CFD and the Reports and Recommendations to the 22"d ITTC'
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x component:

y component:

z component:
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2. Overview of equations and methods in marine GFD

2.1. Ftuid equations of motion

ln maÍine cFD we are chieÍly concerned with problems in hydrodynamics. ln the majority of

Droblems beino solved, we are attempting to calculate global pressurês and fluld velocity

:ffi;;"i;;;;1 áiÀensionar space súrroundins the submerged portion oÍ the marine

;i ffi';; ;;iil.-"ii;i;;"t ln inis wav, it is poésible to fuÍlher calculate the forces and

;;;;i" á"tinó án the vessel, whether ateady or unsteady . 
lt is customary to treat the

*ãir,inó nrio, ií this case water, as incompreisible and isothermal However' it is also

oo""iüi" to make further assumptions regaráing the behaviour of the flow, depending upon

[nãnãture of tne problem in hand and the leading order êffects of interest

TheÍefore here, we start from the beginning and provide deÍinitions of the general fluid

".,,,.iion" 
of motion. from which such sieciaicases isuch as gravity driven' incompressible'

íl,i"iiã'l],1á iii"',ãónãiir"" "urr*" 
waves - potentiat flow) can be derived. The maioritv of

;;;;r;i"i ôÉó 
"ott*ate 

tools have been writtên to solve the more general cases of

;;;;;;;iú"; riJr., trtort"nt flows with heat transÍer, but mav be applied to problem-s in

hv.lrodvnamics. so lonq as the correct choices âÍe made regarding equations of state,.fluid

##;i;; ;;; oounoá.v conditions. The deÍinirions given betow shoutd provide those

ãttãÀpiúi piáú"ms in hydrodynamics with a guide to how the equations of most interest are

dêrived.

2.1.1. Generat Ftuid Dynamic Equations

The general equations of fluid flow represent mathematical statements of the conservation

laws of physics, such that:

. Fluid mass is conserved

. The rate of change oÍ momentum equals the sum oÍ the forces on a fluid particle

.TherateofchangeofenergyiSequaltotheSumoftherateoÍheatadditiontoandthe
rate of work done on a Particle.

The governing equations for an unsteady, three dimensional, compÍessible viscous flow are:

Continuity equation:

L+Y.(oUt=0
àt

Momentum equations:

à(pr) +v . t pu» = -!* 93 * 5 * *' * P,.'' dx dx dY dz

(1)

(2\
àt

à(pu) *y.1 ous.1=-y.9!_,,9]z*Y * pr. (3)
àt dy dx dy dz

à(N) *v.to*rJr=-9.,.91-.* +*+ pÍ. (4)
àt dw dr dy dz
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Energy equation:

f4AFryilrrn

2.1.2. The Assumption of lncomPrcssibility

For incompressible flow such as we require for hydrodynamics, and assuming that the fluid is

Newtonian and that the viscosity is constant throughout the Ílow, the continuity equation

becomes:

h=h(T,p).

V.U=0

The momentum equations become:

x component:

y component:

z component:

+1tYzu+p.f, (9)

+1tY2v+p.f,

Du àoo_=-:_'Dtàx
Dv ào

'Dt ày

*(^".Ç,). v 
lo' 

e.Çt)= oo * {<r{t * fi «§t. ! «{t

_à(up) _à(vp) _à(t+P)

Afut..l à(ut ,-) . ã1ut* )
-L----j--F--l--'âxàyàz

à(ur-. ) à(ut,'l . à@r rl 
(5)

+-----:- +----=-r----:-
dx dv dz

61u1-1 àÍut,.) . à(ur-) . ^+---+_--- *-- _-- PNdr dv dz

whêre: o is the Íluid density, U = (u, v. w) the fluid velocity, p the pressure' f the temperature'

ã'il'inã 
'ril,rnái 

ã"Ltsy í"i ,nli .r"á, r = &, rv, rz)'is a bodv íoÍce' k is the theÍmal

mnductivity, 4 is the rãte of volumetíc heat addition per unit mass and ú^ are the viscous

stresses.

These êquations represent 5 transport equations in 7 unknowns, u, v, w' p' I' p and o They

àiã 
"áÃiúàã 

úv áaàing wo atgóoraic equations; one relating density to temperature and

pressure:

P -- P(, P) (6)

and the other, relating static enthalpy to temperature and pressuÍe:

oP!=-4*uY'w+o.f. (11)
'Dt àz'



âl ôu --)+ 
àyl4 ay- euv l
àl àu 

--1+ 1-l P-1- - Pu w IdzL dz I

D a a a a_=_+u-+v:--t]ü:-.
DtdtdxÜdz
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Where O/Dt is the substantial derivative given by:

l'!iQFryf lg"r.

(12)

Thê mntinuitv ând momentum equations are now de-coupled from the energy equalion-and

"ãrLhri;"ã;s'á.v 
tã sáive ró, tne velocity and pressure Íields in an incomprêssible flow'

2.1 .3. Turbulence

WhilsttheaboveequationsaresufficientÍorthedescriptionofincomPrêssible,laminarflow'
;il ;;iõ íJ"ã"tlôiià" of a continuum, in Principle applv to âll scales' thev are also non-

iineaiànã suOiect to instability. Physically, these instabilities grow to provide a mechanism to

á'"ããriü"],ir-ur1á""". Érãiti"á11y, tÁis reáders the êquations impossibte to solve analvticallv.

;; ;;õ"i*"-G"i numericat mettrods ue Íormutated to sotve for particutar (statistically

stationary) states within the flow.

It is âssumed that the components of the ílow velocity, and the pressure' consist oÍ a mean

;;il;il ;;ürúsàà fiuctuations. These fluctuátions are bounded to remain within a

.I."tru. ot vâlues in terms of frequency and amplitude This spectrum of the turbulent

;ãê;";il;;; be anatyseaana op"t"ôd on using statislical tools' from which a varietv oí

tárÃuiatlons-íor the mass ànd momentum conservation can then be derived'

The most well known of these operations is known as Reynolds averaging, and forms the

ú;;; 
"i 

tÀ" Àeynolds-averaged l'iavier Stokes Equations (RANSE) The velocity componenls

are represented bY:

U --U(x)+U'(x,0 (13)

where U(x) is the mêan and U'(r,Í) is the unsteady disturbance quantities in the flow' such

that 7 = 0.

On time averaging, the x-componênt momentum equation becomes:

,[Y. Y. ry)= -#. :,1,* -,o)

TheequationsÍortheothercomponentstakeasimilarÍorm.TheReynoldsstresses

1p-;,pr; , etc.) are treated as extra slresses that arise Írom the turbulent nature oÍ the

flow.

The problem then arises to calculate these stresses. There are many ways in which-this can

oe àitrieveo, a relying to greater or lesser extents on fuÍther assumptions and simpliÍications.

ihe resulting subiâct-of úrbulence modetting is too complex to enler into here Írom the

theoretical páint oi view. However, it is worth mentioning two particular approaches since

these form an important aspect of the guidelines given later.

The simplest approach to modelling the eÍfect of turbulence is to assume that the combined

effect oi the Reynolds stresses mentioned above is as an additional viscosity, acting to

produce fluid stresses which are simply the product of the (eddy) viscosity (v") and the local

( 14)
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velocity gradient. The calculation of this eddy viscosity can be approached in a number oÍ

*"y", tu'í t," most commonly used method is that developed for the k-s ' two equation model

in which:

ve = col? te (15)

Where Cr is a constant with a normally accepted. value oÍ O 09' k is the turbulent kinetic

;;;;gt ;ã, unit mass (that is the mean Íluid kinetic energy âssociated with the fluctuating

comãánents of the velocity) and s is the rate oÍ dissipation oÍ thê turbulent kinetic energy per

unit mass.

ln the .,standard,, k.s model, k and s are solved for using transport equations Íor each

nl'ântitu These transoort equations contain both classical advection and diffusion terms' but

li"ã'j#"0àirão;tàrr* iãi p.or"tio" and dissipation. Their dêrivation is beyond the scope of

this document. However, the key point to remember is that the. k-s model is generally

àroriããúÉ onty to high Reynotás number flows with a turbutence structure that is

;ãHõ;;r;: á"Jin' itrictr iroàuction and dissipation of turbulence is in balance The

oriO"ín"" on this modelling approach (given laúr) list numerous cases for which these

ünoitioni oá not 
"pply 

and úereiore where PaÍticular care may be neêded'

It should also be noted that for pÍoblems in steady ship flows, this modelling approach is-

ô"ã"iãiú ã"""úáo tà be unsatisfáctory, other than fór the most preliminary of assessments of

the flow Íield.

An alternative to the above is to attempt to calculate each of the 6 Reynolds stresses directly

iÀr*àÀ fllã ioútion ot Íurther transport equations for each component These Revnolds

ôir"ii ftuntport methods are becoming accepted. as Íeasible in application to. ship

Ãuaãrnrmics. and have been shown tigive superior results to two equation modelling

"ír"ili tt"-àà.i áí increased computing úme. tt should be emphasised that these too

à-Ààin ,oJ"ri"a terms, derived írom a oo-mbination of theoretical argument and empiricism,

and should be used with care.

Between the standard two equation modelling âpproach and solution of the RST equations

there are a number oÍ improvements and variations' such as RNG k-€ , k-@ models' and non-

iin"u, àOOV uü"o"ity modets, alt of which seek to overcome certain oÍ the shortcomings oÍ the

standard i-e modei, without invoking too great a computational overhead' The suitability of

iüór,r ,oo"r. for marine applicationã is pãblem dependent and will be addressed for each

"ár. 
oino* in the supplàmentary APplication Procedures to be developed to accompany

these general guidelines.

Finally,itShouldberecalledthatalloftheabovediscussionrelatingtoturbulencemodelling
àppri,íi Ài"nv to flows with a steady mean. These modêlling .approaches 

may also be used

wiiàre tne máan flow varies over a iime scale which is sufficiently large (slowly varying), or

itrá- eOOies contained in the flow are suÍficiently large, slow and weak, that the primary

à"aurpian" underlying the above equations are valid lt remains a matter of debate as to

whether such assumptions are appropriate to hydrodynamic Ílows'

2.1 .4. Potential Flow

Finally, it is possible to make Íurther simplifications in-order that a single scalar quantity' the

nuiJ jotentiát, can be used to describe the flow. lf the flow is assumed inviscid and irrotational

(i.e. iotentiat Ílow1 such that vxt=0 with v = @/ôx,àlàv,ô/àz), the momentum equations

reduce to the statement that fluid acceleration is directty related to the fluid pressure gradient.

The Laplace equation Íor the fluid potential can be derived Írom continuity:

Y' o = a' o l a*' + a' o l ay' + a'z o f az'1 -- o (16)

11
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Which is sufÍiciênt to determine the complête velocity Íield As this equation is linear it-is

Dossible to combine êlementary solutions, such as sources, sinks' doublêts and vorlices for

;;i;;tt.; t. "árrr"i "ótrtioÁ.. 
lt should also be appreciated that potential flow is the

;ffiil; oãnãrioir- ot gravitationally driven wave .svstems.' and hence represents the

iunoáme"ntaf pnvsics, withãppropriate üoundary conditions, íor free suíace wave problems

For potential flows, it is possible to derive a simple expressioÍ for the Íluid pressure by

inieg'rating the Navier Stoies equations âlong a stream-line to give the well known Bernoulli

equation.

Potential flows, and their characterisation using the Lâplace equation, have many impoÍtant

;il;;irG;Ãi;s that can be used in the Íórmutation of numerical solutions. The use of

it'" oi"ãrg"ã"i rheorem by Gauss (to conveÍt volume to. surface 
-integals)' 

Green's theorem

ii. 
".^r."tt " 

suríace inteqrál to a line integral), and the principle of superposition of solutions'

à]i óià,liã,j iÉ- Ã*ns'io' torÁuiate uounidary etemeni sotution methods. Various forms of

[à,r'"Jrrvir"r""t 
"r 

panel methods have, thús far, been the principal means by which these

nã*i n"í" u"en modelled. These methods are discussed in more detail below'

2.2. General boundary conditions

The numerical solution of the equations of fluid motion provided abovê, for any given

hvJrodvnamic oroblem, require boundary conditions to be deíined These represent a unique

;;;;ôil; ;i ilá-siató or'tne flow at úe seometrical boundaries of the three dimensional

"ããã"'*itni" ";nàr'. 
the equations are to bá modelled There are in general' two types of

boundary condition that can be applied, namely:

1'WhereafixedorprescribedvalueiSdefinedforthevariableofinterestatknownpointson
the boundary (the so called Dirichlet boundary condition)

2. Where the gradient (usually normal to the boundary) of the variable is known (the so-

called Neumann condition)

Typical examptes of the first kind can be found in the calculation of the flow field around a

;É[-Ãov.in! át constant Íorward speed, in an axis system moving with the vessel' and with

iüfipriãL"rl domain formed by a large controt volume around the vesset within which

the numLricat solution is to be carri;d out. ln this case, the Íluid is assumed to enter lhê

àoráin 
"ián 

upstÍeam boundary or inlet such that the ship appêars stationary and the water

a;; ú;i ii ihe inlet boundary velocity in this case. is. set to.be a Íixed value equal to the

"p""iritnà 
ship, and in the opposite direction. Similarly' on the ship surface' the values of

tlie fluid velocity'components aie all set to zero (the so-called no-slip condition)'

Examples of the second type oÍ boundary condition. can also be found in the numerical

õirtián-ãt it""ov ship flow probtems. A symmetry ptane is oten assumed to tie atong the

iÃipf *rtãri"á'Lat' has tÉe practicat benefit oi reducing the size of the computational

ãoÃain. ln cases for which the Íree surface êffects are small or simply nof of interest, the

".,ãt"i-ptrn" 
can also be assumed to be a symmêtry plane .(the so-called double-body

ôrour"hi- itre symmetry boundary mndition .for thê..scalar pressure, and velocity

[oípoÀânt. t"ng"níial to thLse boundáries, is that theiÍ gradients normal to these boundaries

ate zelo.

The numerical implementation of these boundary conditions is dependent upon the type of

solution method adopted. Guidance on their use is given later'

2.3. Coupling with motíons of floating systems

2.3.1. General comments

The above discussion has centred upon problems associated with steady flows For sea-

keeping, manoeuvring, and the calculation of waves loads and responses of floating offshore
ptaúonis, the numerical solugon of the Íluid equations oÍ motion require boundary conditions

which Íêflect the dynamics of the problem.

12
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Therearetwomainareasofworktobeconsidered.Problemswhicharecharacterisedby
."oufàinà,-Àni" solutions, or which can be developed from thê superposition of harmonic

;i;i;";, ;;;;;.t-ortàn iorreo in the frequencv domain The linear sea-keeping problem'

ã"ã 
"ãrtjin 

tvp"i ot motion of offshore platforms; are typical examples Non{inear problems'

áninã ott er'nãno, are more open to the use oÍ time domain simulation techniques'

2.3.2. Linear Harmonic Non-steady Problems

srricttv. the conditions required in order that frequency domain solutions can be apPlied are

ih"t ili; ;Ã;;i ár prxorm motions are sma , that the boundary condirions are linear or can

à" ri"""riiã0, and that the fluid equations of motion are oÍ a form that allow principles oÍ

luoàroosition to be used. CleaÍly this thereÍore falls within the realm of potential flow as

ãiJ*J.jàrAÉr. ánd in particutarihe Íield known as radiation and diffraction modelling.

The diffrâction problem is that associated with the way in which.the presence of a fxed. or

nà"tr"à o"iv àilt"rts it e pattern of ocean wâves within which it sits, either through reflection

il.,ffà;til. í" 1àoiutiàn probtem is associated with the generation of waves by a floating

noJ, in i"ioon"" to the wave induced forces and moments acting on it and its subsequent

;;;;;i" ;";;";. -rnãr" 
"t" 

6 components to the radiated wave potential' each associated

i1Ü,1purti"rr"r rode of vessel motion (surge' sway, heave, roll' pitch and yaw)'

TheflowandpressurefieldswithinthefluidSurroundingthevessel.arecalculatedfromthe
supeipositlon of the incident wave field, the diffracted wãve field and.the radiated wave Íield'

itl, tãàr nuio potential is a complex quantity and is 
'ound 

from the complex summation

i;pií;;" ;;; 'pnáiey or tne inciOénr, ditrradeá and Íadiated components. The calculation of

àr"f, ói t'"." components is made independently, with boundary conditions apPropriate to

;;;h io. exampte, tor the hêave radiation problem at zero speed' the real and imâginary

oãrts of the ootential are calculated by solving a discrete, numerical, surface integral equation

fd;;-[Ã;; ãáorvinã êru.S. Divergénce thãorem to the Laptace equation), over the wetted

lr;r;;;?iJ;;..ãt. ttre oounoa,! condition used is that which equates the vessel's heave

;;i*itt i; ih" vertical component oi the suríace normat potential gradient. ln practice, a unit

àrárii,]oã 
"t 

r"riàn is used such that thê vertical velocity is equal to the wave frêquency of

interest. Other components oÍ motion are tÍeated similaÍly'

2.3.3. Non-Linear and Time Domain Simulations

Non-linearities in hydrodynamic problems arise from a number of sources Both steady and

,n.i"ãJv proorer. can áxhibit sufficient non-linearity that simulation techniques arê the only

way to predict the flow ând hydrodynamic pressure íields that result'

For problems in which the Ílow can be adequately described by a scalar potential' non-

iinearities can arise as the result oÍ either large vessel motions (and hence changes in

úàrnáãrv 
"rrr""" 

area and or shape) or the need to apply non-tinear forms of the Íree surface

úórnàãú iànOitions (discussed taier). Nevertheless, the coupling oÍ the Íluid equations to the

motions ôf the floating system Íemains as before, i.e. via the vessel surface velocity boundary

ionOition. Since theJree surface behaviour cannot be represented other than through non-

lineâr time domain equations which describe its position (the kinematic condition) and

pressure(theBeÍnoulliequation),thesolutionmustbeallowedtoevolvebysimulation.

FoÍ situations in which the RANSE equations are used to describe the fluid flow behaviour

(e.g. where viscous effects are important), the problem is inherently non-linear and not open

iã ine màtematical principles thai allow the frequency domain approach to be used Free

iuíace motions and large-scale vessel motions are allowed also, and hence the solution

techniques used are again those oÍ time domain simulation.

The coupling of the vessel motion response with the solution of the, hydrodynamic equations

of motion reiquires that there is an explicit, parallel solution of the 6 degree of freedom rigid

body equations of motion for the vessel. The hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on

the vessel are calculated through and integration of pressures over its wetted suíace at each

step in the simulation. The resulting solutions for the vessels' motions are used to provide

velocity components at the points required Íor the hull surÍace boundary condition.



2.4. Boundary element or panet methods for potential flow

we now move on Írom the general description of the Íluid equations of motion to a discussion

oitn" uppto""h"" ,sed to siolve Íirstly, potential ílow problems using surface integral methods

and secondly, RANSE methods in three dimensions.

lnviscid flow models remain the most important tool for studying oÍfshore structures and

i".ãi" tÀ" most reliable approach to wave resistance They also provide the basis for the

maiãritv ot oropeller design methods. They all employ boundary integral formulations of

""IãrJ 
fto! ánd are ttrerãfore quite mmputàtionally eÍíicient and, up until now' have offered

the simplest approach to the modelling oÍ Íree suÍface and propeller flows'

As an illustration of how these methods are developed, the particular case of the steady ship

Ílow problem and the boundary integral Íormulation oÍ its solution is described'

As noted earlier, the domain over which the Ílow solution is required is bounded by the wetted

irfL 
"rrt""á, 

the Íree suíacê, the sea bed (iÍ sufficiently close), and a so-called far-Íield

boundary. lÍ the free surface height can be represented by z= Ç(x,, t), the flow Íield is then

evaluated by solving the Laplace equation everywherc ÍoÍ z < Ç(x, y' t):

Applications of Computational Fluid Dynamics

Y'0 =o

where = VO is used to derive the flow velocities.

The Íollowing boundary conditions are formulated thÍoughout the domain:

v0.v(=0,
The steady dynamic condition at z = ( is:

g,*;§of =iu'

Knematicboundaryconditions:WateÍdoesnotpenelratetheÍreêsuíâceoÍthebody
surface.

Dynamic free-suiace boundary condition: Atmospheric pressure acts at the water surface'

wíictr is considered to contain all surface streamlines. This allows the use oÍ the Bernoulli

"qrãtion 
in the formulation of a condition for the unsteady potential in combination with the

kinematic condition mentioned above.

Radiation or far field boundary conditionsi which depend on the type oÍ analysis undertaken,

but can be summarised as at[owing the propagation of waves in the far field which satisfy the

nêedfoÍconsistencyinthetranspoÍtofenergyawayfromthedisturbance.Forlinearwave
rÀstance or radiatíon / diÍfraaiôn problems, these conditions are implicit in the choice oÍ

cààn,s tunction (see below). For non_linêar time domain or íield methods, the computational

Jomain is truncatàd at somé distance from the vessel and appropriate numerical models that

satisÍy the required properties are applied.

The steady kinematic condition on the water suíace z = ( can be written:

(í 8)

(19)

f4AFryf lc,"+

(17)

The non-linear Íree surface boundary condition for is Íormed by combining the kinematic and

dynamic boundary conditions:

fVO.v(vO), +sQ,=ç (20)
2

It can be assumed that the total potential is made up of a free-stream potential and a smaller
perturbation potential. The linearised Kelvin free-surface boundary condition at the
undisturbed surface is then:

14
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The wave resistance can be calculated Írom the energy in the Íree wave spectrum, or by

integration of the steady hull surface pressures arising Írom the solution.

ln a higher order apProach suggested by Dawson [1977], the total potential is divided into a

double--body potential and a párturbation potential. As the perturbation potential is small, the

double-bodi potential conesponds to the limiting solution as the Froude number goes to zero.

More advaÁced methods have since been developed, such as Râven [1996] and Janson

[1997] although Dawson's method remain the basis of many computer codes A fully non-

iinear'upproaih is also possible whereby both the kinematic and dynamic boundary

mnditiorid are satisfied by an iteration procedure that has many similarities with time domain

simulation.

ln order to solve for the fluid potential, the Laplace equation is transformed into a surface

integral tâken over the ship hull as described earlier. This surface integral then provides the

me;s to devetop a discrete set oÍ integral equations by splitting the surface up into a number

oÍ panels. one integral equation is then written Íor each panel in which the hull surface

boundary condition is satisfied locally.

Each panel is assumsd to represent a fluid source, which may be a local point value, or may

be distributed in some pre-deÍined manner (i.e. constant strength per unit area, bi-linear

distribution, etc.).

Each panel source has an effect on every other panel source, contributing to the induced flow

over each panel surface. The influence of each panel on every other panel is reprêsented by

â weighting function, which in classicat hydrodynamics is known as a Green's function.

The Rankine source is used for stêady flow in an inÍinite fluid and is one oÍ the simplest

Íunctions used. lt simply makes the assumption that the velocity potential induced at a Íield

point some distance from the source is inversely proportional to the distânce between them'

This type of function is suitable Íor both linear and non-lineâr applications.

More complex functions are used for linear frêe surface flows with wave radiation. The main

classes of such Íunctions aíe:

. The zero speed pulsâting source Green's function'

. The steady forward speed Green's function,

. The translating, pulsating source Green's function,

For linear problems, these functions provide weightings for the source potential which also

uniquely satisfy the linear frêe surÍace and far-Íield boundary conditions, removing the need to

distribuie further sources over lhese regions, and greatly reducing computing times'

For each panêl therefore, the normal fluid velocity induced over the panel surface is
calculated from the summation oÍ all other source (or dipolê) contributions weighted by a

Green's Íunction, and its own selÍ- influence. This velocity is then equated to the boundary

condition at the panel surface, which requires no net flow through the panel. ln the case oí a
gêneral steâdy Ílow, with a non-linear free surface boundary condition to be satisfied, and in

úe presence of lifting surfaces, this is expressed in thê pair of equations:

O = [ lo,c,.as + ! lo,c,.as + I t u*c*.as (22)

s, s. §r

ffAPryflcrn

(21\

(U +V O)n = 0 (on the hull) 123\
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Where subscript I denotes the surface of the body, F the free suíace and try a trailing wake

sheet comprising a dipole distribution, as applicable. Here o is the element source strength, I
the dipole strength, and G the corresponding Grêen's Íunction.

Equation (6) may be diffeÍentiated and substituted into (7) to provide allow the numerical
discretisation of the surface integral. This can then be expressed in matrix Íorm as:

lo,S *lw*Iv o = [s, Íu- .,) (24)

where for panel ./, Sl is the source influence coefficient of a unit strength panel, D, is the
dipole influence coefficient and lry,k is the influence of lhe constant strength wake strip
extending to inÍinity.

The overall solution is achieved by inversion of this matrix problem using standard
techniques, and from the subsequent recovery oÍ potentials, source and dipole strengths.

2.5. Methods for viscous turbulent flows

2.5.1. General

The differences between viscous turbulent flow solvers and the previously described potential
Ílow methods are numerous. They stem from thê considerably more complex forms of non-
linear partial differential equation being addressed, and the need to carry out the numerical
discretisation in 3D, rather than being able to reduce thê problem to a sêt of surÍace integrals.

The principle which is common to all is that the fluid computational domain is split into a three
dimensional grid of data points. This grid may bê 'structuíed" oÍ "unstructured" depending
upon the details oÍ the numericâl schême and solvers employed.

Structured grids represent the simplest type and were used in the earliest forms of numerical
solution schemes. Such grids contain fixed distributions of grid points in all principal co-
ordinate directions. This is made less restrictive by the use oÍ numerical mapping schemes
that allow the generation oÍ so-called body fitted meshes to Íit complex curved surfaces at
domain boundaÍies. However, the overall shape oÍ the computational domain must be
essentially 6 sided (in a Cartesian co-ordinate system), Some oÍ the diÍÍiculties arising from
this restriction can be overcome by use oÍ multi-block techniques. This method allows more
complex volume geometries to be generated by joining large numbers of hexahêdral blocks
together. This so-called structured multi-block method is probably the most commonly used
approach in marine applications oÍ CFD at the present time.

Unstructured meshes have no requirement for such consistency. Computational domains can
be of arbitrary shape and can be discontinuous, so long as the grid volumes used to Íill the
space tessellate, so as to leave no gaps or disconnection between volumes. ln the majority
oÍ CFD íormulations that use unstructured grids, a variety of grid volume shapes can be
employed, e.g. hexahedra, tetrahedra, prisms, etc. This is rapidly becoming the most
common approach in general applications of CFO in industry, owing primarily to the
development of tools for automatic grid generation.

Thê following represent the main types of approach used in the formulation of the RANS
Equations for numerical solution on both types oÍ grid.

2. 5.2. Fi nite d-iffpreace ,4,4hod
The Íinite difference method is the oldêst of the methods, considêred to have been develop ed - -=---
by Euler in 1768, and is used to obtain numerical solutions to differential equations by hand
calculation. At each node point of the grid used to describe the fluid domain, Taylor series
expansions are used to generate finite difference approximations to the derivatives of the
RANS equations. The derivatives appearing in the goveming equations are then replaced by
these finite difference expressions, yielding an algebraic equation for the flow solution at each
grid point.
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It is the simplest method to apply, but requires a high degree of regularity of the mesh ln
general, the mesh must be structured. Grid points should form an ordered arrây in three
ãimensions, allowing the finite difference approximations to be Íormed fÍom local, easily

addressed locations. Grid spacing need not be uniÍorm, but there are limits (guidelines given

later) on the amount of grid stÍetching or distortion that is possible, and at the same time

maintain accuracy. Topologically, these Íinite difference structured grids must Ílt the

constraints oÍ genêral co-ordinate systems with, for example, Cartesian grids must íit within 6

sided computãtional domains. HoweveÍ the use of an intermediate co'ordinate mapping

allows this otheMise quite major geometrical constraint to be relaxed, such that complex

shapes (including ship hulls) can be modelled.

2.5.3. Finite element method
The finite element method was developed initially as a procedure for constructing matrix

solutions to stress and displacement calculations in structural analysis. The method uses

simple piecewise polynomiâl functions on local elements to describe the variations of the

unknown flow variablés. When these approximate functions are substituted into the governing

equation it will not hold exactly, and the mncept of a residual is intloduced to measure the

eriors. These residuals are thón minimised by multiplying by a set of weighting functions and

then integrating. This results in a sêt of algebraic equations for the unknown terms of the

approximãting functions and hence the flow solution can be found.

Finite element methods are not used extensively in CFO, although thêre are a number oÍ

commercial and research based codês available. For certain classes of flow, FE methods

bring a high degree oÍ formalised accuracy to the numerical modelling process. However, it

nas geneàtty bãen found that FE methods require greater computational resources and cpu

efiort'than équivalent Finite Votume methods, and therefore their popularity, at least in

Europe, is limited.

2.5.4. Spectral method
spectral methods use thê same general approach as the íinite difÍerencê and finite element

methods by again replacing the unknowns oÍ the goveÍning equation with truncated series.

The differeàce is that, where the previous two methods use local approximations, the spectÍal
method approximation is valid throughout the entire domain. The approximation is either by

means of truncated Fourier series or by series of Chebyshev polynomials. Íhe discrepancy
between the exact solution and the approximation is dealt with using a weighted residuals

concept similar to finite element.

2.5.5. Finite volume method

The finite volume method was first inlroduced by McDonald [1971] and Maccormêck and

Éaúllay tl9l2l lbr the solution oÍ two dimensional time dependent Euler equatiot§- and

ãite.n e d io threà dimensionál flows by Rizzi and lnouye ['1973]. The method discretises thê
integral form of the conservation laws directly in physical space The resulting statements
expiess the exact conservation of relevant properties for each frnile cell volúmé. Íinite-
difference-type approximations are then substitutêd Íór the temTs Ôf thêlategrated equations,
forming algebraic equations that are solved by an iterative method.

As the method works with the cell volumes and not the grid intersection points, unstructured
meshes can be used where a large number of options are open for the deÍlnition of the shape
and location of the control volumes around which the conservation laws are expressed. A
'finite element' type mesh can be used where the mesh is Íormed by combinations of
triangular or quâdrilateral cells (or tetrahedra and pyramids in three dimensions), where the
mesh cannot be identiÍied with co-ordinates lines. This type of unstructured mesh, although
requiring careful bookkeêping, can offer greater flexibility íor complicated geometries.

Flow variables can be stored either at Cell Centre or Cell Vertex locations. Conveniêntly, the
cells coincide with the control volumes if using the Cell Centrêd scheme. For the Cell Vertex
scheme, additional volumes are required to be constructed, however, the scheme has the



(25)
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advantage that boundary conditions are more easily applied since the variables are known on
all boundaries.

Finally, it should be noted that, of all the methods described above, the Finite Volume method
is by far the most common approach to be found in current commercial CFD codes. Much of
the guidancà gúen in this document is based on the assumption that the reader is following
this approach.

2.6. Dealing with the free surtace

2.6.1 . Potential flow

The primary difiiculty with free surface calculations is that the position and shape of the free
surface is not known, and often involves non-linear effects such as wave breaking and
fragmentation. ln any case, wave diffraction ând radiation effects can be substantial for many
marine structures with large dimensions.

Earlier, some background description of Írêe surface flow boundary conditions was given,

dealing with both the linear frequency domain and the linearized steady ship wave problem.
ln both cases, solutions are achievable using a suitable Green's function on the hull which
explicitly satisfies the linear free surface boundary condition, thereby removing the need to
model fuÍther the behaviour of the íree surface.

However, the full definition of the free surface boundary condition is both non-lineâr as a

mathematical statement and in its geometrical location. Recâlling equations 2 and 3 given
earlier, and considering their unsteady or dynamic form, we get:

The unsteady kinematic condition,

aÇ

at
=0,-vo vç

and the unsteady dynamic condition:

àQ 
+ s' +l' lvPY =!Y' (26)ât" 2 2

These coupled equations are posed on the free surface itself, and therefore to be considered
within a moving frame of reference. Note that here, the potential considered is the total fluid
potential.

For non-linear, steady or unsteady problems solved using a panel method, one method of
approach is to simulate the evolution of a steady state, or transient behaviour of the flow by
discretising the above equations in time as well as space. For example the Íirst order time
derivative in the above equations can be replaced with a simple foMard finite difference
expÍession or by more advanced Runge-Kutta like time marching schemes. ln these cases,
the kinematic condition is used to updatê thê location of the free-surface panels used to
describe the boundary at each time step, usually using the values of velocity potenlial and
surface elevations at the current step. The Íormulation of thê boundary condition Íor the
potential using the unsteady dynamic condition is more complex. The simplest approach is
clearly to update the potential, and use this predicted value in the boundary integral
formulation. However, other methods which seek to couple thê solution of the free surface
potential to that on the surface of lhe vessel directly have also been developed but are
beyond the scopê of this document to describe in detail.

It should also be noted that these non-linear potential flow problems are still open to the use
of the principle of supeÍposition of solutions. For sea-keeping or offshore engineering
problems, it is therefore common to assume a single frequency harmonic incident potential,
and to express the problem in terms of the non-linêar perturbation or solution potential
accordingly.

z__-
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2.6.2. Viscous flow

2.6,2,1, lnterfacêtracking

TheÍe are essentially two approaches to Íree surface modelling Íor viscous flows using
RANSE solvers: interface tracking and interÍace capturing.

lnterface tracking involves generation of a grid covering lust the liquid domain. One of the
domain boundaries is then, by deÍault, the free surface where the boundary conditions are
applied. The grid is adapted to the position of the free surface at each time step. Grid
adaptation may be made computationally more efÍicient by methods such as moving points
along predeÍined lines or by updating thê free surface position only after several time steps,
having solved the free surface using the pressure boundary condition at intermediate steps.
The method can currently only be used in the absence of steep or breaking waves to avoid
contortion of the grid. Use of unstructured meshes mây improve these limitations.

2.6.2.2. lnterfacecapturing

The altemative appÍoach, interface capturing, involves solving the RANS equations on a
predetermined grid which covers the whole domain. Three main methods cover this category:

. Markêr-and-cell: Massless tracer particles are introduced into the nuid near the freê
surface and tracked throughout the calculation. This scheme can cope with nonlinearities
such as breaking waves and has produced some good results. However, it is

computationally expensive.

. Volume of fluid (VOF): The two fluid phases are considered to make up one single fluid.
The posit-on oí eãõilphase is described by assigning a volume fraction of either 0 or '1.

The free surface is then identiÍied with the region oÍ raid change in this volume fraction.
The volume fraction is solved for one of the phases by means of an extra transport
equation, having generally the same form as the mass transport equation. common
algorithm used for this sôlution is SIMPLE. A pressure-correction e
Írom the discretised form of the mass and momentum equations. An oÍ
the velocity components is made Írom the momentum equations, which are then
corrected by solving the pressure-correction equation. This enables the solution of the
equations for volumê Íraction, turbulent kinetic enêrgy, energy dissipation rate and êddy
viscosity. The equations are solved iteratively until within the set tolerance. lnterface
sharpening algorithms are commonly used to refine those cells with a value oÍ between 0
and 1. Recently, advances have been made in modelling ship motions in a seaway using
VOF methods. Motions are forced by imposing an oscillatory motion to the hull. As this
takes into account the viscosity it is maybe not surprising that the results for effects such
as roll damping coefficient are better than from the inviscid methods, although such
methods are still in their infancy.

Figure 2.'1 VOF method used to study wateÍ ingress on a damaged RoRo deck

't9
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. Level set technique: A scalar "levêl set'function is deíinêd in each cell. lnitially, it is set
equal to the distancê from the free surface, Positive in one direction and negative in the

otirer. At every later instance the function is computed from the condition that its total

(material) derivàtive with respect to time is zero. This means that thê value oÍ the function
is constant with time on all fluid particles on the free surface. These points will always be

on the free suíace, since the relative normal velocity is zero. Thus the surface cân be

found at each time by Íinding the surface of zero value oÍ the level set Íunction. The

surface is obtained in both air and water, but a smoothing layer needs to be introduced at

the interface where the density and viscosity exhibit large jumps.

The main disadvantage oÍ interface capturing over interface lracking is the need to predict

where grid reÍinemeniis required as the location oÍ breaking waves, etc. will not generally be

known in advance.
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3. General errors and unceÉainties in CFD simulations

3.í. Sources of errors and uncertainties and their classification

Within these guidelines the term Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is commonly used to
describe a variety of techniques used to solve fluids engineering problems. These techniques
range from panel methods used to solve potential flow problems to Íinite volume techniques
used to examine fully turbulent flows. Although the underlying physical equations and the
solution techniques vary, they commonly involve the replacement of the governing equations
with a discrete representation and the numerical solution of these approximate equations
using a computer. This discretisation process means that in all cases the solutions obtained
are approximate. Furthermore, Íluid flow processes are physically complex and in certain
cases the governing equations are only an approximate representation of the true physical
processes. A typical example of this sort of uncertainty occurs with the use of a turbulence
model when períorming a viscous flow simulation.

ln addition to the source of errors and uncertainty that are introduced by the numerical model,
the CFD engineer can also introduce enors and uncertainties. The process of performing a
CEP qa,!çlllatiatr is itself complex and Íequires the engineer to perform a number oÍ different
activities. These typically include:

deÍinition of the problem;

, selection of the solution strategy;

I development oÍ the computalional modsl;

analvsis and interDretation of the results.

All of these steps are potentially error prone or subject to some degree of uncertainty.

There is no universally excepted means oÍ identifying or classifying erors, which can rânge
from human or user errors to inadequacies in the modelling strategy and model equations.
However, the ERCOFTAC BPG adopts the following classiÍication based on seven different
sources of enor and uncertainty:

1. Model enor and uncertainties:

2. Discretisation or numêricál error;

-.' 3. lteration or convergence eÍTor;

4. Round-off erroí;

5. ApplicationunceÍtainties:

6. User errors;

7. Code errors.

This categorisation has bêen adopted for these guidelines and, in common with the
ERCOFTAC BPG, is used lo structure the guidancê. For the present purpose, however,
which considers both potential and viscous flow calculations, guidance is presênted in three
sections. The first considers the sources of erroÍs and uncertainlies that are common to both
solution methods and a further t'ivo that focus on advice which is relevant to the particular
methods.

3.1.1 . Model error and unceúainty

These are defined as errors due to the differencê between the real flow and the exact solution
of the model equations. This includes enors due to the fact that the exacl goveming Ílow
equations are not solved but are replaced with a physicâl model of the flow that may not be â
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good model of reality. For viscous simulations, thê most well publicised error in this category
is the error from turbulence model and for potential flow calculation viscous êÍÍects are
neglected altogether.

ln short, the model errors and uncertainties can be described as thê errors that arise because
we are in fact solving the wrong equations.

3.1.2. Discretisation or numerical error

These are deÍined as eÍrors that arise due to the difference between the exact solution of the
modelled equations and a numerical solution on a grid with a Íinite number of gíd points. ln
general, the greater the number of grid cells, the ctoser the results will be to the exact solution
of the modelled equations, but both the Íineness and the distribution oÍ the grid points aÍÍect
the result. This type oÍ enor arisês in all numerical methods and is related to the
approximation of a continually varying parameteÍ in space by some polynomial Íunction for
the variation across a grid cell. ln Íirst order schemes, for example, the parameter is taken as
constant across the cêll. ln short, discretisation enors arise because we do not Íind an exact
solution to the equations we are trying to solve but a numêrical approximation to this.

3.1.3. lteration or convergence errc)r

These are deÍined as enors which arise due lo the difference between a fully converged
solution on a Íinite number of grid points and a solution that is not fully converged. The
equations solved by CFD methods are generally iterative, and starting from an initiâl
approximation to the flow solution, iterate to a Íinal result. This should ideally satisÍy the
imposed boundary conditions and the equations in êâch grid cell and globally over the whole
domain, but if the itêrative process is incomplete then errors arise. ln short, convergence
eíÍors arise because we aÍe impatient or short of time or thê numerical methods are
inadequate and do not allorv the solution algorithm to complete its progress to the Íinal
converged solution.

3.1 .4. Round-off enors

These are defined as enors that arise due to the íact that the difference between two values
of a parameter during some iteralive scheme is below the machine accuracy of the computer.
This is caused by the limited number oÍ computer digits available for storage of a given
physical value.

3.1.5. Application unceftainties

lnaccuracy that arises because the application is mmplex and precise data needed for the
simulation is not available. Examples of this are unceíainties in the precise geometry,
uncertain data that needs to be speciÍied as boundary conditions and uncertainties as to
whether the flow is likely to be steady or unsteady.

3.1.6. User Errors

These are deÍined as erÍors that arise due to mistakes and carelessness of the user. Such
errors generally decrease with increasing experience oÍ thê user, but in the nature of things
cannot be completely eliminated as'to err is human". This enor is often described by the
popular jibe "garbage in, garbage out".

3.1.7. Code Errors

These are the errors due to bugs in the software, unintended programming errors in the
implementation of models or compiler errors on the computer hardwâre being used. Such
errors are often difficult to find, as CFD soÍtware is highly complêx, typically involving
hundreds of thousands of lines of code for a commercial product. Computers are very
unforgiving. Even a relatively simple typing enor that might easily be ovêrlooked on this page,
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such as an 'i" Íor a 1" in a singlê word, when incorporated into a single line of code, can have
disastrous consequences.

3.2. Definitions of effors and uncerlainties

The deficiencies or inacruracies of CFD simulations can be related to a wide variety of enors
and uncertainties. A recent publication oÍ the AIAA guide for thê veriÍication and validation of
computational fluid dynamics simulations [1998] provides useful definitions of erÍor and
uncertainty in CFD as follows:

Enor: A recognisable deÍiciency that is not due to lack of knowledge.
Uncedaintv: A potential deficiency that is due to lack of knowledge.

These rather philosophical deÍinitions can be made clearer by examples. Typical known
errors are the round-off enors in a digital computer and the convergencê error in an iteralive
numerical scheme. ln these cases, the CFD analyst has a reasonable chance of estimating
the likely magnitude of the error. Unacknowledged enors include mistakes and blunders,
either in the input data or in the implementation of the codê itself, and there are no methods to
estimate their magnitude. Uncertainties arise because of incomplete knowledge oÍ a physical
characteristic, such as the turbulence structure at the inlet to a flow domain or because there
is uncertainty in the validity of a particular flow model being used. An error is something that
can be removed with appropriate care, effort and resources, whereas an uncertainty cannot
be removed as it is rooted in lack of knowledge.

3.3. Definitions of verification, validation and calibration

ln discussions of CFO ênors and uncertainties it is useful to make some clear distinctions
between the meaning of the terms validation, veriÍication and calibration. The deÍinitions used
in these guidelines follows closely the similar definitions given in the AIAA guide [1998]
Roache [19981, Rizzi and Vos [1998] and Fisher and Rhodes [1996]:

Veification: Procedure to ênsure that the program solves the equations correctly.

Validation: Procedure to test the extent to which the model accurately represents reality.

Calibration: Procedure to assess the ability of a CFD code to predict global quantities of
interest for speciÍic geometries of engineering design interest.

ln the field of ship hydrodynamics, much work has beên undertakên on this sub.iect and
published in the ITTC reports.
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4. Method independent errors and uncertainties - Guidelines

4.1. Convergence effors

Iterative algorithms are used Íor steady state solution methods and for procedures to obtain
an accurate intermediate solution at a given time step in transient methods. Progressively
better estimates of the solution are generated as the iteration counl proceeds.

There are no universally accepted crileria Íor judging the Íinal convergence of a simulation,
and mathematicians have found no formal proof that a converged solution for the Navier-
Stokes equations exists. ln some situations the iterative procedure does not converge, but
either diverges or remains at a fixed and unacceptable level oÍ enor, or oscillates between
altemative solutions. Careful selection and optimisation of control paramêters (such as
damping and relaxation Íactors or time-steps) may be noeded in these cases to ensure that a
converged solution can be found.

The level of convergence is most commonly evaluated bâsêd on residuals, on values oí
globally intêgrated parameters, such as lift coefficient or heat transfêr coêfÍicient, or on
time/iteration signals of a physical quântity at a monitor point, which is an arbitraÍily chosen
location in the flow domain.

Residua/s

Residuals are 3D fields associated with a conservation law, such as conservation of mass or
momentum. They indicate how far the present approximate solution is away from perfect
conservation (balance oÍ fluxes). Usually, the residuals are normalised by dividing by a
reference value, which may be one of the following:

. Maximum value of the related conserved quantity.

. Average value of the related mnserved quantity.

. lnlet flow of a related quantity.

Convergence is usually monitored on the basis of one representalive number characterising
the residual level in the 3D flow Íield. This single value may be:

. A maximum value.

. The sum oí absolute values.

. The sum of squared values.

. The arithmetical avêrage of absolute values.

. The root-mean-square value.

The large number of variants makes it difficult to give precise statements how to judge
convergence and at which residual level a solution may bê considered convêrgêd. ln
principle, a solution is converged if the level of round-off error is reached. Special care is
needed in defining equivalent levels of convergence if different codes are used for
compârison purpose.

Recommendations to the code developers:

. CFD codes should make available the maximum possible inÍormation to judge
convergence. This includes residuals for every conserved quantity.

. Give information on the spatial distribution oÍ residuals.

. Residuals should be dimensionless.

. Clear deÍinition in the handbook how the residuals are determined.

o To avoid confusion of the CFD users, one commonly âccepted dêÍinition of the residual
should be adopted.

Guidelines
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> Be aware that different codes have different deÍinitions of residuals.

> Always check the convergence on global balances (conservation of mass, momentum
and turbulênt kinetic energy) where possible, such as lhe mass Ílow balance at inlet and
outlet and at intermediate planês within thê Ílow domain.

> Check not only the residual itself but also the rate of change of the residual with
increasing iteration count.

> Convergence of a simulation should not be assessed purely in terms of the achievement
of a particular level oÍ residual enor. Carêfully deline solution sensitive target quantities
for the integrated global parameters oÍ interest and select an acceptablê level of
convergence based on the rate of change of these (such as mass flow, lift, drag, and
moment foíces on a body).

> For each class of problem carry out a test of the effect of converging to different levels of
residual on the integrated parameter of interest (this can be a single calculation that is
stopped and restarted at different residual levels). This test demonstrates at what level of
residual the parameter of interest can be considered to have converged and identiÍies the
level of residuâl that should be aimed at in similar simulations of this class of problem.

> Monitor the solution in at least one point in a sensitive area to see if the region has
reached convergence.

> For calculations that are proving difficult to converge, then thê Íollowing advice may be
helpful:

. Use more robust numerical schemes during the Íirst (tÍansient) period oÍ
convergence and switch to more accurate numerical schemes as the
convergence improves.

. Reduce parameters controlling convergence, for instance under relaxation
parâmeters or lhe CFL number.

. lf the solution is heavily under-relaxed increase relaxation factors at the end to
see if thê solution holds.

. Check whether switching írom a steady to a time-accurate calculation hâs any
effect.

. Consider using a different initial condition for the calculation.

. Check the numerical and physical suitability of boundary conditions (see also
Section 3.7.3 and Chapter 5)

. Check whether the grid quality in areas with large residual has any effect on the
convergence rate.

. Look at the residual distribution and associated flow Íield íor possible hints, e.g.
regions with large residuals oÍ unrealistic velocity levels.

4.2. Round-off errors

Round-off errors are not usually of great signiÍlcance. But in situations where the small
arithmetical diffeíences between two large numbers become relevant, cancellation due to
round-off may lead to severe enors. To avoid large values it is common practice to calculate
pressure relative to a reference value. Examples where roundoff eÍTors are known to be of
signiÍicance are:

. Low Reynolds number turbulence models with large exponential terms.

. Flows with density driven buoyant forces with small density and temperature differences.

. High aspect ratio grids with large area ratios on different sides oí the grid.

. conjugate heat transfer.

. Calculations of scalar diffusion with low concentrations ofone species.

. Low Mach number flows with a density based solver.

. Flows with Iarge hydrostatic pressure gradients.
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Guidetines
> Always use the 64-bit representation of real numbers (double precision on common UNIX

workstations).
> Developers are recommended to use the 64-bit representation of real numbers (REAL'8

in FORTRAN) as the default settings for their CFD code

4.3. Spatial discretisation errors

Oifferent numerical methods evaluate the Íluxes at the same grid locations as the transported
quantities or somewhere in between (collocated or staggered grids). ln both cases, an

algebraic approximation of the spatial Íunctions is rêquired to calculate the gradients at these

locations. This approximalion is called the differencing schemê in Íinite volume or difference
methods or the basis function in Ílnite element methods The accuracy of the scheme

depends on the form oÍ the algebraic relationship and on the number of grid points used in it
(stencil). The spatial discretisation or truncation eÍor equals the difference between the

scheme and the exact formulation based on a Taylor expansion series A formally second

order scheme is consistent wilh the exact formulation up to the term with a power of two, a
third order scheme also takes into âccount the next higher term. The formal order of accuracy
is not preserved on irregular meshes, where it reduces by one. Reducing the cell sizê by

introducing a Íiner grid has the biggest impact on the accuracy of the solution if higher order
schemes ãre apptlé0. Xatving thã-elements in all directions using a 3'd order scheme will

reduce the numeiical error by-a factor of 8, while this factor is only á with a 1"r order scheme.

lf the solution of the physical problem considered is smooth and exhibits only small gÍadients

even a Íirst order scheme can do a good job, but it is not at all suitable for general

engineering applications involving complex flows with large gradients and thin boundary
layêrs. The large truncation error introducêd by the Íirst order upwind scheme, paÍticularly
pópular in Íinite volume methods, is known as numerical viscosity oÍ diffusivity as it gives rise

to artificial diffusion fluxes, which may be much stronger lhan the rêal molecular or turbulent
contributions.

On the other hand higher order schemes sufÍer from a different more obvious problem,

namely the appearance of a characteristic wavy pattern with a wavelength of two cell sizes in

the neighbourhood of steeP gradients. These so-called wiggles arê caused by dispersion
errors, i.e. waves with different wave lengths are not transported with the same speed.

Dispersion errors are most prominent in central differencing schemes for Ílnite volume
mêthods and quadratic basis Íunction schemes Íor Ílnite element methods. Higher order
upwind schemes are less prone to it. lf necessary, this problem may be remedied using

special (non-linear) TVD or shock-captuíng schemês. Due to their capability to resolve steep
gradients or interfaces while âvoiding dispersion effects they are frequently applied in
supersonic flows with shock waves or for the transport oÍ scalar quantities with weak
moleculâr diffusion.

Guidelines
> Avoid the use of l"rorder upwind schêmes. The use of methods of higher order (at least

2nd1 is recommended for all transportêd quantities. lt may be necessary to use a l"torder
scheme at the start of a calculation as it is likely to be moÍê robust, but as convergence is

approached a 2"ó order or higher scheme should be usêd.

> Try to give an approximation of the numerical erÍor in the simulation by applying a mêsh
refinement study or if this is not possiblê by mesh coarsening.

> lf available in the code, make use of the calculation of an enor estimator (which may be
based on residuals or on the difÍerence between two solutions of different order of
accuracy).
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4.4. Íemporal discretisation fot unsteady problems

Purely steady flow Íields with the time-derivative equal zero are only a special câse oÍ the
time-àependent equations. ln general, fluid flows are transient, whereby the sources for this
time-dependent behaviour are:

. Eíernal transient or non-transient forces.

. Transient boundary conditions, moving walls (e.g the fluttering of an airfoil)

. Vortex stretching, a three-dimensional phenomenon due to the non-linear term of the
governing equations, which also gives rise to the fluctuating nature ÔÍ turbulence

The computation of steady turbulent flow is the most common kind of simulation Íor the
general use of CFD. In these cases the Reynolds-averaged flow is steady while the average

úrbulent quantities account for the time-dependence of the turbulent fluctuations. However,

the RANs-equations also allow the time'dependent Reynolds-avêraged flow Íields.to be

mmputed, based on the assumption that the tempoíal average of the turbulent quantities is

not affected by the global unsteadiness. This is physically conect if the spatial scale of the

turbulent eddiós is much smatlêr than the geometrical scale of the analysed geometry' A time'
dependent simulation is alwâys needed if the scale of eddies or vortices becomes larger and

is in comparable size to the dimensions oÍ the geometry (e.g the computation of vortex

shedding).

lÍ an accurate spatiat discretisation is applied, flows which arê physically time-dependent will

íail to converge using a steady-state method. Very often convergence problems with a steady

simulation can be inGrpreted as a hint that the flow is unsteady and a time-stepping scheme

would be appropriate. On the other hand, symmetry boundary conditions may impose a

steady flow, âlthough it would be transient in reality. lÍ the complete geometry including both

sides of the symmetry plane were used thê velocity Íleld would oscillate perpetually'

Averaging the iolution over a long time interval would lead to a symmetrical Íield, which'

however, differs from the steady state solution with the symmetry planê.

The temporal discretisation scheme provides an approximation of the time derivative. Most

CFD codes offer Íirst order and second order Schêmes, which are unconditionally stable and

most effective in terms of computer memory and stability requirements. Low-storage higher-

order Runge-Kutta methods are also availablê. The order oí the scheme and the choice of the

time step influence the size of the amplitude and the phase error, the two components of the

temporal discretisation error. To improve time'accuracy self-adaptive time-stepping
procedures (such as predictor-conector methods) can be used.

The choice of the time step depends on the time scales of the flow being analysed. lf time

stêps are too large the simutation might fail to capture important Ílow and mimic.unphysical
steàdy behaviour. lt is therefore advisable to start with relatively smâll CFL numbers' even

thoug'h this is not required from the point of view of numerical stability. Some CFD codes use

a tim! stepping scheme for steady statê simulations. lt should be noticed that the accuracy of

the convergediteady state result is not completely independent of the time step. Special care
is requirêd to avoid choosing a time step which is too large.

Guidelines
> The overall solution accuracy is determined by the lowêr order component of the

discretisation. At least sêcond order accuracy is recommended in space and timê. For
time dependent flows the time and space discretisation eÍrors are strongly coupled
Hence flner grids or higher order schemes are required (in both space and time).

> Check the influence of the order oÍ the temporal discretisation by analysis oÍ the
frequency and time-development of a quantity of inteíest (e.9. the velocity in the main flow
direction).

> Check the influence oÍ the time-step on the results.

' The CFL number for incompressiblê flow is defned as CFL=^tv / 
^x, 

where 
^t 

is the time
step, Àx the local cell size and v the local velocity.
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> Ensure that the time-step is adapted to the choice oÍ the grid and the requested temporal

size by resolving the Írêquency of the realistic tlow and ensure that it complies with

eventual stability requirements.

4.5. Geomeirtcal uncertainties

ln many industrial and engineering problems, the geometry of.the- object to be simulated is

àrtr"-érv 
"-ãÃJÉ, 

and re-quires ritich etfort to specify it exactly Íor a computer simulation'

itr"r" ,rá many sources of error which can arise in this process, such âs:

. changes in geomêtry lhat havê occuned during the design procêss have been neglected'

. CAD geometry detinition is insufficiently complete Íor flow simulation' Some suíaces and

**"i À"y not meet at the intended end point locations d.ue to different levels oÍ

àãcuià"y iíolrfet"nt parts of the CAD model. Other curves may be duplicated'

. The oeometry oÍ a tested component may get modiÍied during the testing procedurê' and

thesã modifications may not have been added to the original drawings'

.ThêoeometrymavnotbemanuÍacturêdwithinthetolerancesasshownonthedrawing'
ó"áJrrãiiv íitÀ iÉg"ia to fine flow Íêalures, such as the rounded shape of propeller

leading edges, or symmetrical features.

. The effective geometry of the surface may have changed during use due to wear' erosion

or fouling, such âs marine growth.

. Small details of the geomêtry may have been omitted, such âs roughness on the wâlls'

welding Íillet radii, small pÍolrusions írom the body, etc'

.Theco.ordinatesystemUsedintheCADsystemmaybedifferentfromthatusedinthe
CFD code (rotational diÍection).

Guidelines
i Cneck and documênt that the geomêtry of the object being calculated is the geometry as

útenoeO. For example, the trásfer oi geometriàl data from a CAD system to a CFD

;y;i;-.;t i"rôivã rôss oÍ suÍface iepresentaiion accuracy visual display of the

geometry helps heíe.

) ln general, it is not necessary to explicitly includegeometricâl features that have

dimãnsions below that of the local grid size provided that they are taken into account in

thê modelling (ê.g. roughness in wall layer).

> ln areas where local detail is needed then grid relinement in local areas with Íine details

should be used, such as in the neighbourhóod oÍ Íine edges, or small clearance gaps lf

óiiá ãfre*"nt is usêd the addition;t grid points shoutd tie on the original geometry and

iot.irply b" 
" 

lineaÍ inteÍpolation oÍ more gÍid points on the coarse grid'

>checkthatthegeometryisdeÍinedinthecorrectco.ordinatesystemandwithlhecorrect
uniis which are-request-ed by the CFO-code. CAD-systems often define the geometry in

millimetres and this must be converted to sl-units if the code assumes that the geomêtry

inÍormation is in these units. This is commonly done by most codes'

>lÍthegeometryisalteredordeformedbythehydrodynamic,mechanicalortheÍmal
loadingl then sáme structural/mechanical calculation may be necessary to determine the

exact geometry.

4.6. User enors

4.6.1. General comments
ln cFD the human factor plays an important role, a§ the results depend to a large extent on

the competence and expertise oÍ the user. lt is worthwhile spending a few words on this

rather embarÍassing aspect of cFD, as it is one of the prime causes of uncertainty in the

results oÍ CFD siriulations. This may help to avoid somê, iÍ not all, oÍ the most easily

avoidable mistakes in the future. Sêveral factors may give rise to user errors:
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. Lack of attention to detail, sloppinêss, carelessness, mistakes and blunders.

. Too optimistic and uncritical use of CFD, thanks to the high accessibility through simplê
interaàtive graphical user inteíaces in commercial softwarê, and the convincing and

seductive power oÍ the colourful visualisations.

. Lack of experience so that the user is unaware oÍ a technical difÍiculty or unaware that
critical information is missing.

. Unfamiliarity with a parlicutar CFD code, and the tacit assumption that certain parameter

settings are equivalent to those in a code with which the user is more familiar.

While the Íirst two points are associated \Ívith the use/s attitude and personal disposition the

remaining points reÍer to the question of experience and training.

4.6.2. Control of the working process

Many mistakes are mads by mere lack of attêntion to delail, or because the user is not aware

of fa;tors that can give rise to them. Thê bêst way to deal with these issues is for the user to

have a ctear checklist of issues that can arise which helps to snsure that all relevant problem

areas have been dealt with. This becomes most important if the user has limited experience.

A formal management Quality Assurance (QA) system with checklists can help to support the

inexperienced úser to produce quality CFD simulations lt has been noted by Roache [1998],
however, that a cFD project can meêt all ÍoÍmal QA requirements and still be oÍ low quality

(or flatly erroneous). ón ihe ottrer hand high quality work can be done without a formal OA

system.

The guidelines given below provide examples oÍ the sorts oÍ issues that should be dealt with

in a 
-formal 

QÀ management system. The issues covered are based on thê process of

carrying out a CFD simulation as outlined in Chapter 2.

4.6.2.1. Guidelines on problem deÍinition

> The user needs to give caÍeful thought to the requirements and objectives of the

simulation and typically might consider the following points:

. ls a CFD simulation method really appropriate (e g. for wave driven problems, is the
RANSE approach most aPPropriate?)?

. Are the objectives of the simulation clearly deflned?

. What are the requirements on accuÍacy?

. What local/globâl quantitiês are needed from thê simulation?

. What are the documentation/reporting rêquirements?

. what are the important flow physics involved (steady, unsteady, single phase,

laminar, turbulent, transitional, intemal, extemal, etc )?
. What is the area of primary interest (domain) Íor the flow calculation?
. ls the gêometry wêll deÍined?
. What level of validation is necessary? ls this a routine application, where validation

and calibration has already been canied out on similar Ílow Íslds, and where only
relatively small changes can be expectêd from earlier similar simulations? Or is it a
non-routine application, whêre little eariier validalion work hâs been done.

. What level of computational resourcês is needed for the simulation (memory, disk
space, CPU time) and are these available?

4,6.2.2. Guidelines on solution strategy

> Having established a clêar problem dêÍinition, the user needs to translate this into a

solution strategy involving issuês and question§ that have been addressed in the earlier
chapters of this documênt, such as:

. [ilathematical and physical models.

. Pressure oÍ density based solution mêthod.
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. Turbulence model.

. Availablecode/solver.

. Computational mesh.

. Boundary conditions.

4.6.2.3. Guidelinesoncode-handling

P1A?al'-rr,.*

> A potential source of user errors is in implementing the solution strategy with a particular

code. Such errors might bê minimised by the availability of â formal check list or by letting

another CFD analyst checking through the code input data. The types of questions which

should be considered are:

. Have the boundary conditions not only baen propêrly defined, but also properly

applied?
. Has the appropriate system of units been used?
. ls the geometry correct?
. Are the correct physical properties speciÍied?
. Havê the intended physical and mathematical models bêên used (e.g gravity Íorces,

rotation, usêr deÍined functions)?
. Have default parameters beên changed vúich may âffect the solution?
. Has the appropriate convergence criterion been defined and used?

4.6.2.4. Guidelines on interpretation

Don't be seduced into believing that the solution is conect just because it has conveíged

and produced high-quality colour plots (or even seductive video presentations) of the CFD

simulations. Ma[e sure that an elementary interpretation of the flow-field explains the fluid

behaviour and that the trênds oÍ thê flow analysis can be reconciled with a simple view of

the Ílow.

Make sure that the mean values of engineering parameters derived from the simulation

are computed consistently (e.g. mass-average values, area-average values, time-aveÍage
values). Calculation of local and mean engineering parameters with external post-

processing software may be inconsistent with the solution method of the code used (e.9.

calculating shear stresses Írom the velocities, calculating shear stresses using nodal

values inslead of wall Íunctions). Check that any test data used for comparison with the

simutations is also computed in the same way as the data from the simulation,

Consider whether the interpretation of the results and any decisions made, is within thê

accuracy oÍ your computation.

4.6.2.5. Guidelines on documentation

> Keep good records of the simulation with clear documentation of assumptions,
approximations, simplifications, geometry ând data sources.

> Organise the documentation of the calculations so that ânother CFD expert can follow
what has been done.

> Be aware that the level of documentation requirêd depends strongly on the customers
requirements as deÍined in the problem deÍinition.

4.ô.3. Training requirements for CFD users

The groMh in the use of CFD codes and the trend for thêm to become rich packâges with lots
of alternative modelling options, steadily increases the risk of user errors. This trend is

reinforced by the easê of use of modêm compuler codes with simple graphical user interÍaces
making them available for inexperienced users. Although eÍforts are taken to simplify the
usage of CFD codês, careíul training with realistic exercises should still be considered as the
starting point of any user's CFD career. The theoretical part of the training should focus on
Íundamental modelling Íeatures, their undeíying assumptions and their limitations. The same
information is also a central part of a good user documentation. Unlike linear finite element
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stress analysis, CFD still requires expêrtly trained users for good results. ln situations wheÍe
non-experienced users have to be used, some restriction on thêir freedom to adjust critical
parameters might be advisable, and they should be limited to simulations of routinê types.

Depending on the CFD software, additional training on grid generation is advisable.

4.6.3.í. Guidelines
> A CFD user for non-routine âpplications should have good training and knowledge in

classical fluid mechanics, â broad understanding of numerical methods, and detailed
knowledge of the âpplication being exâmined. This means that they will be able to
understand the limitations oÍ the models used (e.9. turbulence, radiation, buoyancy driven
flows).

> The training and education rêquiÍement for more routine applications can be less
stringent, provided that clear guidelines or procedures have been established for the use
of the code being used. An example of a routine application would be the simulation of a
standard component in a design environment wherê many previous designs have been
calculated and only relatively small changês in geometries and boundaries conditions
occur.

> ln both routine and non-routine applications, training on the use of the specific CFD code
with the solution of realistic exercises is needed.

4.7. Code errors
The success of a code generally leads to it becoming used by more users. As the user-base
expands, there are increasing demands Íor more options and the code becomes moÍê and
more complex. As it can deal with more difficult problems, theÍe is again an expansion of its
use. ln the end it is inevitable that code errors will be discovered by many users who
outnumber the developers by an order oÍ magnitudê and have a much wider range of
applications and test cases than the code developers themselves.

The size and complexity of large CFD software packages inevitably mean that code errors
(bugs) may still be present in thê sofr\À,are even iÍ it has been in use and development for
many years. The painstaking but stÍaightfoMard process of veriÍication provides a means of
checking that the code faithfully reproduces the model approximations incorporatêd in the
algorithms being programmed. The main problem âssociated with code veriÍication is that the
accuracy of a code can never bê formally demonstÍated for all possible mnditions and
applications, and for all possible combinations of valid code input options. ln fact it can never
be proven that a code is conect in thal sense, as at any time a new bug may be found.

4.7 .1.1. Guidelines for the code developer and vendor
> The code developer or code vendor nêeds to demonstrate that he has applied stringent

methods of quality control to the soÍtware developmenl and maintenance.

> Verification of the code is to be carÍied out by the code vendor or developer, and he
should provide the necessary information on the veriÍicâtion process for the user.

> The code developer or code vendor should maintain ând publish a datâbank of
verification test cases that are used for testing. The cases should include simple code
verifications tests (ê.9. that solutions are independent oÍ co-ordinate systems).

> The code developer or code vendor should provide documenlary evidence oÍ the
verification tests that the software has undergone, which should include clearly details of
the code options which are used during testing.

> For all new versions of the code a standard sêt of verification test cases should be
repeated.

> Code vendors and code dsvelopers should supply a list oÍ known bugs and enors in each
version oÍ the mde (hot-line, password secured web-page). This list should demonstrate
that the number of bugs reducês as the code matures.
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> The code developers should try to include waming notices and guidance for the user in

the output. For example, when basic rules on grid generation (expansion ratios, skew,
etc.) arà being broken, when important specitic default options are bêing overÍuled by the
code input data or when the near wall grid is inconsistent with the turbulence modelling.

4.7 .1.2. Guidelines for the code user

> The user should recognise that codes can only be validated and veriÍied for a class oÍ
problems involving speciÍic variables. lf the useÍ is moving into an area where the code is
not fully veriÍied there is more risk of code enors.

> A suite of test cases set up and run by the useÍ on new code releases provides an

independent check on the code and highlights changes between releases (for example in

deÍault parameters).

> When a code error is suspected, the user should communicate this to the code vendor or
developer as soon as possible, espêcially if no list of known bugs has been published.

Other users may then proÍit from this experience or the user may find that the bug is well-

known and a solution or work-around is available.

> ln communication with the code developer or code vendor about a suspected program

êrror, the user should provide a short concise description of the problem and all the
necessary input data Íiles so that the error can be rêproduced. ln cases where
commercial sensitivity precludes this, special arrangements will need to be made.
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5. Potential flow and diffraction calculations

5.1. General guidance in panel mesh generation

ThebodySurfaceisusuallymodelledusingcombinationsofquadrilateralandtriangular
panets. tÍ is impoítant lo rêmember that the panels are not physical but actually represent

distÍibutions of sources, vorticies or dipoles. Distributions can take the following forms:

. A single point source distribution is used Íor simplicity where the distance to the panel

sour"é is l"rge, as a reÍined distribution will not produce a more accurate result'

. A cluster oÍ point sources improves the accuracy over a single point sourc€ and is still

simpler and Íaster than a true surface distribution.

. A plane panel of constant sourcê strength was suggested by Hêss and Smith [1964] and

is used by many Present day codes.

. A non.planar panel of constant souÍce Strength' made up of triangular elements, was

developed by Jensen ['1988].

o A curved panel with a bilinearly varying source strength was developed by Wei (1987)

and is used in some higher order methods.

. Methods based on spline rêpresentations of both the suÍface and the potential are also

now in use (Newman)

For most ship flows, flat panels give sufficient accuracy and are simpler to construct'

The source strength must be continuous across the panêl joints, except at a trailing edge'

Here the Kutta cõndition must be satisfied, such that the flow can't go around ths trailing

edge, but must leavê the body there.

Many basic panel codes use flat, planar panels with the vertices located on thê body A
*.íon ,"inod of curved suíace panel generation uses a pârametric cubic spline or

NURBS procedure to aPproximâte the true body curve. Automatic.panel generation progr9Ts

are wideiy available for this. The facility to deÍine a number oÍ bodies or separate parts of the

same boáy independently allows complex bodies and flows to be investigâted'

For steady free surface applications the number of panels required for accurate câlculation of

the wave profile is inverseiy propoÍtional to the square of the Froude number. The lower the

speed range to be investigáted, the more panels thers will be in thê longitudinal free surface

mesh.

Guidelines:
> Ensure that panels edges meet exactly and that the body is totally enclosed, especially iÍ

importing body geometry Írom a CAO model

> Grid refinement is required in areas of râpid pressure change

> Flow separation will only occur wherever the user sets it to (i.e. wherê a wake sheet is

applied).
) Careful panel definition is required at regions oÍ high curvature (ê.9. at the leading edge-

of propeller blades, Íin stabilisers) to represent the body accurately. A Íiner distribution of
panels should be used in regions likely to experience high fluid flow.

> The trailing edge must be locâted at a panel intersêction to satisfy the Kutta condition.
When defi;ing panels around a section it may be eâsiest to start from the traiting edge.

> lf the panels or the fluid domain are to be translated or rotated careful thought should be

given to the location of the panels.

> lÍ a cubic spline Íormulation is used carê needs mu§t be taken with the curve end

conditions whên trying to model sharp changes in direction.

> Adjacent bodies must not intersect or overlap.
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Panels should have a low aspect ratio and should not be highly skewed Element sizês

"iàrrã 
,ãí ór"áu"lty over the body Should quadrilaterâl Fênêls.exhibit high levels of

;il;Jh.y'"i.;ld ;e'replaced by tvvô triangular panels, blended to the surrounding panel

size.

Plate element normals must point outwards from the body

Try to use the symmetry properties ofthe body geometry to the full'

For Íree surface flows at least 30 panels per wavelength are required for adequate

i".otution àÍ th" *"r" proÍile, and users should in any case perform mesh sensitivity

studies to gain conÍldence in the results.

The wake sheet should extend far enough downstream to capture sufficient detail of the

flow.

For propellers, the optimum chord-wise panel distribution will depend on the shape and

radius of the leading edgê

/iíêFryt-'cro

5.2. Definition of boundary conditions

The inherent assumptions oÍ potential ílow methods are that the flow is:

. inviscid;

. irrotational:

The conditions imposed on the disturbance potential 0 are that:

. the velocity potential satisÍies Laplace's equation everywhere outside oÍ the body

and the wake:

. the disturbance potential due to the body vanishes at inÍinity:

. the normalcomponent of velocity is zero on the body surface;

. the Kutta condition of a Íinite velocity at the trailing edge is satisíed;

. the wake sheet is a slream suÍface with equal pÍessure either side'

For free surface flows the following boundary conditions are also invoked:

Knematic boundary condition: W aleÍ does not penetrate the free surface or the body'

Equitibiumcondition:TheweightandextemalÍorcesâctingonthebodyareinequilibrium.

Dynamic boundary condiÍlon. Atmospheric pressure acts at thê water surface'

Radiationboundarycondition:ThisdependsuponthefoMardspeedoÍthevessel'depthof

"ái"i, "nO 
tne põulem typê. For the inÍinite water depth, steady fomard speed problem'

waveá exist only in the sâctor behind the ship and do not propagate ahead As the water

Jeottr oecreasei. and in very shallow water, issues relating to depth etfects may become

,.íort""1. iài sea_t<eeping 
'problems at forward speed, care needs to be taken with the

combination of ship speed and wave frequencies used (the important parameter is (UÚyg)'

Oomain boundary conditions: Waves generated by the vessel should pass out oÍ the

computational domain without reflection.

Guidelines:

> Check that appropriate boundary conditions are available for the flow being modelled

> Ensure that waves âre not reÍlected from the domain boundaries.

> Systematic variation of boundary conditions e.g. the localion of a radiation boundary,

sÉoutd be carried out to determine the uncertainty eÍÍects. lf these effects are significant a

more detailêd analysis oÍ the boundary conditions will be necessary.
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> The wall boundary conditions will inherêntly be 'free-slip" for a potential Ílow. lf this is
unsuitable, a different method or diffêrenl viscous approximation should be used.

5.3. Special co nsiderations for non-linear methods

Many of the phenomena associated with a ship or free stÍucture in a seaway will be non-linear
(e.g.- roll damping, motions of water on deck, added resistânce in waves). Most of these

àfÍects cannot bá accounted Íor by even second or third order linear perturbation methods.

The trâditional method oÍ dealing with these non-linear effects is by linearising the motion and

solving the motion equations in the time domain. Time integration is perÍormed by standard

methods such as Euler, Runge-Kutta or predictor'corrêctor methods.

Guidelines:

> Linearised potential flow methods have limitations with regard to wave slope.

> Careful panel distribution is required ât the vessel/free surface interface to provide

enough resolution to resolve thê wave profile sufficiently

> Should wave breaking be possible within the solution, for example near the bow or at high

speed, solutions may be unstable and require local grid coarsening to achieve a

converged result.

> control of the Íree surface panel size in the far Íield should take account of the eÍfect of
growing panel size on wave propagation and speed.

5.4. lntegration of viscous effects

5.4.1. General

Potential flow methods offer a convenient and relatively simple way of determining general

flow patterns and forces around arbitrary bodies. The main drawback is the inherent neglect

of viscous efiects. ln many applications where a potêntial flow method is used, such as in the

high Reynolds number regime for ship hulls, the viscous eÍfecls will be conÍined to thin

aúched boundary layers, wakes and regions oÍ free shear. For problems such as the

solution oÍ roll damping, viscous effects will become large' There are a number oÍ ways of
including some estimation of the viscous efÍects.

5.4.2. Empirical and semi-empirical methods

A number of empirical techniques have been developed to include the eÍfects of the boundary
layer with regard to skin friction and thê alteration to the pressure distribution around the
bódy. A fully empincal approximation to the skin Íriction drag can be used (e.9. the ITTC 1957

conelation line). ln this case the local skin friction for each panel can be calculated based on

â parametric length from the leading edgê or stagnation point. The form drag can be

approximated by assuming that the importânt region for viscous shear is confined to a narrow
domain next to the body and the trailing wake. The displacement thickness oÍ the boundary
layeÍ is calculated and the corÍesponding panels then displaced by this amount.

One pÍoblem with such formulations is that it is hard to prescribê the correct form oÍ viscous
correction equations for effects such as stem wave systems, as this is highly sensitive to hull

form shape. A second problem is that traditional ship conelation lines already conlain some
effects associated with hull form. These techniques are no longer in frequent use.

5.4.3. Solution of Navier Stokes equations

An alternative to empirical techniques is to solve the RANS equations in the domain
surrounding the vessel and with the potential flow solution used to deÍine the shape and
location of the Íree suríace. This is currently only considered suitable for steady ship flow
problems. The Íree surface boundary is treated as a ÍÍee-slip wall, and viscous effects al the
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free suíace assumed to be nêgligible. The main beneÍit of the method us that it allows the
full wetted suríace oÍ the vessel to be included in the calculations.

Guidelines:

> The use of empirical formula to estimate additional viscous sffects should be used as an
approximate method only, and care should be êxercised in thê choice of skin friction
correlation line.

> Such methods can only be appliêd where the llow remains attached.
> For accurate resolution oÍ stern wave and transom effects, where viscous forces are

signiÍicant, empirical viscous approximations may not be sufficient.
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6. Viscous turbulent flows

6.1. Solution algorithm

The discretised set of RANS equations can be solved with various solution procedures such

as either pressure-based and or density-based mêthods (for a Íeview, see Feziger and Peric

[1998], Fietcher [1991] or Hirsch [1991]). The solution algorithms make use of numerous

iuninj parameters, iuch as artiÍicial time-steps, under-relaxation' etc., to improvê

conuãrgunc" behaviour ând robustnoss of the code. Thê Íield of application of a code and the

modelting technique included influence the choice of the numerical mêthod and the solution

proceduã. ln principle the solution of a well converged simulation is independent of the

numerical method and the solution algorithm chosen.

Guidelines

> Check the adequacy oÍ the solution procedure with respect to the physical properties of

the flow.

> As a Íirst step in this process, the parameters controlling convergence (e g relaxation

parameters oi Courant number) of the solution algorithm should be used as suggested by

the CFD-code vendor or developer.

> lf it is nêcessary to change parameters to aid convergence, it is not advisable to change

too many parameters in oná step, as it then becomes difficult to analyse which of the

changes-have inÍluenced the convergence. ln case oJ persistent.divergence see sections

on bõundary conditions (section 3.7), grid (section 3.4), discretisation and convêrgence

errors (section 3.2).

> Consider carefully whether the flow can be expected to exhibit a steady or unsteady flow

bêhaviour. Consiâer the size oÍ the unsteady s€les to be expected present in the flow

Íield in comparison to the geometrical dimensions, and ií this is large then an unsteady

simulation is necessary.

> lf a steady solution has been computed and there is a reason to be unsure that the Ílow is

really steády, then an unsteâdy simulation should be cârriêd out with the existing steady

flow-Íield aá the initial condition. Examination oÍ the time{evelopment of the physical

quantities in the locations of interest will identify whether the Ílow is steady or not'

6.2. Turbulence modelling

Most flows of practical engineering intêresl are turbulent, and the turbulent mixing oÍ the Ílow

then usually dominales the behaviour of the fluid' The turbulent nature of the Ílow plays a
crucial part in the determination of many relevant engineering parameters, such as frictional

drag, flow separation, transition from laminar to turbulent flow, thickness oÍ boundary layers,

eíent of secondary flows, and spreading of jets and wakes.

The turbulent states which can be encountered across the wholê range oÍ industrially relevant
flows are rich, complex and varied. After a cêntury of intensive theoretical and experimental
research, it is now accepted that no single turbulence model can span these states and that
thêre is no generally valid universal model of tuóulence. A beÚldering number and variety of
models have appeared over the years, as different developers hâve tried to introduce
improvements to the models that are available. The extremely difficult nature of this
endeavour caused Bradshaw [1994] to refer lo turbulence as "the invention oÍ the Devil on the
7th day of creation, when the Good Lord wasn't looking".

The available turbulence models can be roughly divided into four main categories:

. Algebraic (or zero-equation) models

. One-equation models

. Two-equation models
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. Stress transport models

and within êach oÍ thesê catêgoriês therê are a widê vâriety of difÍerênt models and options
availablê (see below). The choice of which turbulence model to use and the interpretation of
its performance (i.e. establishing bounds on key predicted parameters) is a far from trivial
matter.

A set oÍ application procedures is evidently required which documents the performance of
various turbulence modêls across a broad clâss of flow regimes and Íor different applications.
A full categorisâtion of this type is beyond the scope oÍ the present guidelines. lnstead the
general features and broad limitations of difierent classes of model will be discussed and
guidance will be given on the practical deployment of the turbulence model most commonly

used in industrial practice, the standard k-€ model. A fuller introduction to the subject can be
obtained by consulting standard referencê texts on the subject, such as Launder and

Spalding [1972], Cebeci and Smith [1974], Rodi [19811, Patankar [1980], Tennekes and

Lumley ['1972] and Wilcox [1998].

6.2.1. RANS equations and turbulence models

Turbulent flows contain many unsteady eddies covering a range of sizes and time scales. For
flows in industrial applications, the effects of turbulence are examined using the so-called
(Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) RANS equations. These are developed Írom the time-
àepêndent three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations which are averaged in such a manner

that unsteady structures oÍ small sizes in spâcê and time are eliminated and become
expressed by their mean eÍfects on the flow through the so'called Reynolds or turbulent
stresses. These stresses must be interpreted in teíms of calculated time-averagêd variables

in order to close the system of equations thereby rendering them solvable. This requires the

construction oí a mathematical model known as a turbulence model, involving additional
correlations for the unknown quantities.

Becâuse models are based on different assumptions, all available lurbulence models have

limitations which depend on thê modelling strategy.

6.2.2. Classes of turbulence models

6.2.2.1. Eddy viscosi§ models

The simplest turbulence modelling approach rests on the concept of a turbulent viscosity, pr.
This relates the tuóulent stresses appearing in the RANS equations to the gradients of time-
avêraged velocity (i.e. the rate of strain) in direct analogy to the classical interpretation of

viscous strêsses in laminar Ílow by mêans of the fluid viscosity, tl. Thus for example, in a
shear layer where the dominant velocity gradient is au/Ay (u is time-averaged velocity in the
principal direction of Ílow and y is the cross-stream co-ordinate) the turbuient shear stress is

given as p 1r1.àu/ây.

From dimensional considerations, pÍ/p is proportional to V L, where V is a velocity scale and L
is a length scale of the larger turbulent motions (oftên called the mixing length). Both the
velocity scale V and the length scale L are determined by the state oÍ turbulence, and, over
the years, various prescriptions for V and L have been proposed.

6,2,2.2. Algebraic (or zero-equation) models

The simplest prescription of V and L is with the so called algebraic (or zero-equation) class oÍ
models. These assume that V and L can be related by algebraic equations to the local
properties of the flow, see, Íor example, Cebeci and Smith [1974] and Baldwin and Lomax

[1978]. For example, in a wake or Íree shear layer V is often taken as proportional to the
velocity difference across the flow and L is taken as constant and propoÍtional to the width of
the layer. ln a boundary layer close to thê wall V is given as L AU/Ay (or L'o where o is the
magnitude of the vorticity) and L is related to the wall-normal distance from the wall (y-
direction). The outer paÍt of the boundary layer is treated in a similar manner to a wake. The
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turbulent Prandtl number is given a constant value close to unity except very close to a wall
where viscous effects become impoÍtant.

Algebraic models of turbulence have the virtue of simplicity and are widely used with

considerable success Íor simple shear flows such as attached boundary layers, jets and
wakes. For more mmplex flows where the state oÍ turbulence is not locally determined but
related to the upstream history of the flow, a more sophisticâted prescription is required.

6.2.2.3. One-equationmodels

The one-equation models attempl to improve on the zero-equation models by using an eddy
viscosity that no longer depends purely on the local Ílow conditions but takes into account
where the flow has come from, i.e. upon the flow history. The majority of approaches seek to

determine V and L separately and thel construct ur/p as the product of V and L. Almost
without exception, V is identified with k12, where k is the kinetic energy per unit mass of fluid
arising fÍom the turbulent fluctuations in velocity around the time-averagêd velocity. A
transport equation for k can be derived from the Navier Stokes equations and this is the single
transport equation in the one-equation model. This is closed (i.e. reduced to a form involving

only calculated variables) by introducing simple modelling assumptions thereby furnishing a
robust prêscription Íor V which accounts Íor non-local effects. lt is then possible to
algebÍaically prescribê L with Íeasonable conÍidence (e.9. in Íegions close to a wall) whilst
solving the k-equation for the velocity scale V.

Spalart and Allmaras [1992] have devised an altemative formulation of a one-equation model

which determines the turbulent viscosity directly from a single transport equation for pr and

this model is proving very successful for practical turbulent flows in aerospace applications,
particularly in the USA.

6.2.2.4. Two-equationmodels

For general applications, it is usual to solve two separate transport equations to determine V
and L, giving rise to the name two-equation model. ln combination with the transport equation
for k, an additional transport equation is solved for a quantity which determines the lêngth

scale L. This ctass of models (two-equation models) is the most commonly used in industrial

application since it is the simplest level oÍ closure which does not require geometry or flow
regime dependent input.

The most popular version of two equation models is the k-t model, where € is the rate at
which turbulent energy is dissipated by the action oÍ viscosity on the smallest eddies (Launder

and Spalding [1974]. A modelled transport equation Íor e is solved and then L is determined
as C, k3/2/e where C! is a constant. The second most widely used type of two equation model

is the k-o model, where ar is a frequency oÍ the largê eddies -(Wilcox [1998]). A modelled
transport equation Íor (l) is solved and L is then determined as k "'/«o.

The k-úr model performs very well close to walls in boundary layer flows, particularly under
strong adverse pressure gradients. However it is very sensitive to the free stream value of rr
and unless great care is taken in setting this value, spurious Íesults are obtained in both

boundary layer flows and Íree shear flows. The k-s model is lêss sensitive to free stream
values but generally inadequate in adverse pressure gradients and so Menter [1993, 1994a,

1994b, 19961 has proposed a model which retains the properties of k-o close to the wall and
grâdually blends into the k-s model away from the wall. This model has been shown to
eliminate the free slream sensitivity problem without sacriÍicing the k-(l) near wall
performa n ce.

The performancê of two-equation turbulence models deteriorates when thê turbulêncê
structure is no longer close to local equilibíum. This occurs when the ratio of the production

oÍ turbulence energy to the rate at which it is dissipated at the small scales (i.e. €) departs
signiÍlcantly from its'equilibrium value', or equivalently when dimensionless strain rates (i.e.

absolute value of the rate of strain timês Ue) become large. Vaíous attempts have been
made to modify two equation tuÍbulence models to account Íor strong non-equilibrium efÍects.
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For example, the so-called SST (shear stress transport) variation of Mente/s model, Menter

[1993, 1996], leads to marked impÍovements in performance for non-equilibrium boundary
layer regions such as may be found close to separation.

6.2.2.5. Reynolds stress transpoÉ models

The two-equation turbulence models described above presume that the turbulent stresses are
linearly related to the rate of strain by a scalar turbulent viscosity, and that the principal strain
dirêctions are aligned to the principal stress directions. This is rêasonable for fairly simple
states of strain, especially when the model constants have been careÍully calibrated from
similar classes of flows, but may prove totally inadequate Íor modelling complex strain fields
arising from the action of swirl, body forces such as buoyancy or extreme geometrical
complexity. Under such circumstances a more subtle relationship between stress and strain
must be invoked. The so called Reynolds stress transport models (RSM) dispênse with notion
of turbulent viscosity, and determinê the turbulent stresses dirêctly by solving a transport
equation for each stress mmponent, requiring the solution of six additional coupled
equations, together with an equation Íor € to provide a lenglh scale (Launder and Spalding

[1972], Rodi ['Í98í], Launder et al. [1975] and Speziale [1987a]. ln a similar way, the turbulent
heat fluxes can be delermined directly by solving three extra equations, one for each flux
component thereby removing the notion of turbulent Prandtl number.

This Íorm of model can handle complex strain and, in principle, can cope with non-equilibrium
flows. However, it is complex, expensive to compute, can lead to problems of convergence
and also requires boundary conditions Íor each of the new parameters being solved. For
these reasons it has not yet been widely adopted as an industrial tool.

6.2.2.6. Other models

An alternative, somewhat simpler approach Íor dealing with complex strain is provided by the
nonlinear eddy viscosity class oÍ models, see for example, Apslêy et al. 19971. Íhese
models retain the idea that the turbulent stresses can bê algebraically related to the rate of
strain (i.e. time averaged velocity gradients), but higher order quadratic and cubic lerms are
included. Such models arê gaining in popularity since thêy involve the same number oÍ
equations as two equation models and thus are computationally efncient.

Some turbulence modêls are valid for the turbulent flow rêgion, but fail in the laminar viscous
sub-layer close to the wall. Vârious so-called low-Reynolds number versions oÍ the k-s and
RSM models have been proposed incorporating modifications which remove this limitation
(Patel et al. [1985] and Wilcox [1998]). Altematively the standard k-€ and RSM models can be
used in the interior of the Ílow and coupled to a one-equation model which is used to resolve
just the wall region. This is known as a twolayêr model.

Many other models have been developed which are not refened to here, and íor further
details the interêsted reader is referÍed to the very êxtensive literature on this subject.

6.2,2.7. Guidelines on turbulence modelling
> The user should be aware that lhere is no universally valid gêneral model of turbulence

that is accurate for all classes of flows. Validation and calibration of the turbulence model
is necessary for all applications.

> lf possible, the user should examine the effect and sênsitivity of results to the turbulence
model by changing the turbulence model being used.

> The relevance of turbulence modelling only becomes signiÍicant in CFD simulations when
other sources oÍ erÍor, in pârticular the numerical and convergence enors, have been
removed or properly controlled. Clearly no proper evaluation of the merits of different
turbulence models can be made unless the discretisation enor of the numerical algorithm
is known, and grid sensitivity studies become crucial for all tuóulence model
computations.
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6.3. Weaknesses of the standard k-e model

Oespite the great variety oÍ turbulence modelling options available to the user, the standard k-
s model with wall functions, as set out by Launder and Spalding [1974] remains the work-
horse of industrial computation. lt is therefore of value to catalogue the major weaknesses
associated with this model in practical application and, where possible, indicate palliative
actions which might be Íruitfully considered. These are listed below. The advisory actions are
drawn from an extensive literature on the subject and should not to be viewed as definitive
cures. Thê manuals of commercial and in-house codes may proffer alternative and equally
eÍÍective advice, and many commercial codes will includê âlternatives to the standard k-€
model. Where the action given below involves a modiÍication or adjustment to the standard k-
s model, this should be regarded as speciÍic palliative for the weakness under consideration
and will not usually prove of general benellt (and may even be worse).

6.3.1. Guidelines on weaknesses of Íhe sÍandard k-e model
> The turbulent kinetic energy is oveÊpredicted in regions of flow impingement and re-

attachment leading to poor prediction oÍ the development of flow around leading edges
and blufí bodies. Kato and LaundeÍ [1993] have proposed a modiÍication to the tÍansport
equation for € which is designed to tackle this problem.

> Regions of re-circulation in a swirling flow are under-estimated. Reynolds Stress models
(RSM) should be used to overcome this problem.

> Highly swirling flows are generally poorly predicted due to the complex strain fields.
Reynolds Stress models (RSM) or non-linear eddy viscosity models should be used in
these cases.

> Mixing is poorly predicted in Ílows with skong buoyancy eÍfects or high streamline
curvature. Reynolds Stress models should be used in these cases.

D Flow separation from surfaces under lhe action of adverse pressure gradients is poorly
predicted. The real flow is likely to be much closer to separation (or more separated) than
the calculations suggest. The Baldwin-Lomax one-êquâtion model is often better than the
standard k-Ê model in this respect, Baldwin and Lomax [1978]. The SST version of
Menter's k-o based, near wall resolved model mentioned in section 4.2.4 (Menter [1993,
19961) also offers a considerable improvement.

> Flow recovery follo\,ving re.attachment is pooíy predicted. Avoid thê use of wall functions
in these regions.

> The spreading rates oÍ wakes and round jets are prêdicted inconectly. The use of non-
linear k-r models should be investigated for these problems.

> Turbulence driven sêcondary flows in straight ducts of non-circular cross section are !9!
predicted at all. Linear eddy viscosity models cannot capturê this feature. Use RSM or
non-linear eddy viscosity modelling.

> Laminar and tÍansitional regions of flow cannot be modelled with the standard k-€ model.
This is an active area of research in turbulence modelling. No simple practical advice can
be given other than advocating user intervention to switch the turbulence model on or off
at predetermined localions.

6.4. Near wall modelling

ln wall attached boundary layers, the normal gradients in the flow variables become extremely
large âs wall distance reduces to zero. A large number oÍ mêsh points packed close to the
wall is required to resolve these gradients. Furthermorê, as the wall is approached, turbulent
fluctuâtions are suppressed and eventually viscous effects bêcome important in the region
known as the viscous sub-layer. This modiÍied turbulencê structure means that many
standard turbulence models (see summary given above) are not valid all the way through to
the wall. Thus special wall modelling procedures are Íequired.
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6.4.1. Wall functions
This is the procedure most commonly used in industrial practice. The difficult near-wall region
is not explicitly resolved with the numerical model but is bridged using so called wall functions
(Rodi [1981] and Wilcox [1998]). ln order to construct these functions the region close to the
wall is characterised in terms of variables rendered dimensionless with respect to conditions
at the wall.

The wall friction velocity q is deÍined as (t-/p)12 where Í* is the wall shear stress. Let y be
normal distance from thê wall and let U be time-avêraged velocity parallel to the wall. Then
the dimênsionless velocity, U. and dimensionless wall distance, y. are deÍined as U/uÍ and
y.p.u, /u respectively. lf the flow close to the wall is determined by conditions at the wall then
Ú'can oe expecteà to be a universal function oÍ y' up to some limiting value of y'. This is
indeed observed in practice, with a linear relationship between U- and y- in the viscous sub-
lâyer, and a logarithmic relationship, known as the law oÍ the wall, in the layers adjacent to
this (so-called log-layeo. The y'-limit of validity depends on external factors such as pressure
gradient and the penetration of far Íield influences. ln some circumstances the Íangê of
validity may also bê effected by local influences su-ch as buoyancy forces if there is strong
heat transfeÍ at the wall. The turbulence velocity (k"') and length scales, when treated in the
same way also exhibit a universal behaviour.

These universal Íunctions can be used to relate flow variables at the first computational mesh
point, displaced some distance y Írom the wall, directly to the wall shear stress without
resolving the structure in between. The only constraint on the value of y is that y. at the mesh
point remains within the limit of validity oÍ the wall functions. A similar universal, non-
dimensional function can be constructed which relates the temperature difference between
the wall and the mesh point to heat flux at the wall (Rodi [1981]). This can be used to bridge
the near-wall region when solving the ênergy equation.

6.1.2. Wall function guidelines
> The meshing should be aÍranged so that the values of y. at all the wall adjacent mesh

points is greatêr than 30 (thg form usually assumed for the wall functions is not valid
much below this value). lt is advisable that the y. values do not exceed 100 and should
certainly never be less than 11. Some commercial CFD codes account for this by
switching to alternative functions iÍ y. is < 30. Be aware of this and check the user
manuals.

> Cell centíed schemes have thêir integraüon points at different locations in a mesh cell
than cell vertex schemes. Thus lhe y. value associated with a wall adjacent cell differs
according to which scheme is being used on the mêsh. Care should be exercised when
calculating the flow using difÍerent schemes or codes with wall Íunctions on the same
mesh.

> The values of y'at the wall adjacent cells strongly influence the prediction of friction and
hence drag. Thus particular care should be given to the placement oÍ near-wall meshing if
these are important elements of the solution.

> Check that the correct form oÍ the wall function is bêing used to take into accounl the wall
roughness.

6.4.3. Near wall resolution
As already mentioned, a universal near-walt behaviour over a practical range of y' may not be
realisable everywhere in a Ílow. Under such circumstances the wall-function concept breaks
down and its use will lead to signiÍicant enor, particularly if wall friction and heat transfer rates
are important. The altemative is to Íully resolve the flow structure through to the wall. Some
turbulence models can be validly usêd for this purpose, others cannot. For example, the k-o
two-equation model can be deployed through to the wall as can the one-equation k-L model
(e.9. WolÍstein [1969]). The standard k-€ and RSM models cannot. Various so-called low-
Reynolds number versions of thê k-Ê and RSM models have been proposêd incorporating
modiÍlcations which remove this limitation (Patel et al. [1985] and Wilcox r9981). Alternatively
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the standard k-E and RSM models can be used in the interior of the flow and coupled to the k-
L model which is used to resolve just the wall region. This is known as a two-layer model.
Whatever modelling appÍoach is adopted, a large number oÍ mesh points must be packed into
a very narrow region adjacent to the wall in order to capture the variation in the flow vaíables.

6.4.4. Near wall resolution guidelines
> Make sure that the turbulence model being used is capable of resolving the flow structure

through to the wall.

! The value of y' at the first node adjacent to the wall should be close to unity.

> Employ â small stretching factor for progressing the mesh spacing away from the wall.
There should be at least ten mesh points between the wall and y' equal to 20.

6.5. lnflow boundary conditions

The use of a turbulence model (other than an algebraic model) requires that turbulence
pÍoperties at a domain inlet region need to be specified. Verified quantities should be used as
inlet boundary conditions for k and €, because thê magnitude can signiÍicantly inÍluence the
results. lÍ there are no data available, then the influence of the choice should be examined by
sensitivity tests with different simulâtions.

6.6. Unsteady flows

The use of the RANS equations in an unsteady flow is valid, provided that the large scale
eddies are smaller than the order oÍ the geomêtry itselÍ. lÍ the unsteadiness is provoked from
an external source (such as due to wakes or wâve motions) the turbulence model does not
then interact with the frequency and amplitude of the unsteadiness, and provided that the
time-scale of the unsteadiness is sufficiently far removed Írom the turbulênce scales, then the
use oÍ turbulence modelling is acceptable. lf the unsteadiness is self-induced, such as vortex
shedding Írom a bluff body, then difficulties with turbulence modelling may occur. See also
section 3.6 on temporal discretisation errors.

6.7. Laminar and transition ílows

The distinction between laminar, transitional and turbulent flov,/ is difncult. Sometimes the flow
appears in diffeÍent states depending on the location oÍ the area of interest, for example, the
flow in an inlet of a machine can be laminar whereas the Ílow inside the machine is turbulent.
Another example is the flow over an airfoil, which is normally laminar at the leading edge and
turbulent in the wake behind. The general problem of the transition from laminar to lurbulent
fow and the computation of the oígin of tuóulence is a subject oÍ fundamental academic
research. lt cannot be included in general industrial CFO-computations.

The simplest way around this problem is to calculate the flow as a turbulent one. The
luÍbulent kinetic energy is approximately zêro in the nominal laminar flow regimes. Special
carê needs to be taken iÍ a turbulênce model with wall function is being used to get
information about wall shear stÍess.

6.7.1. Guidelines
) Check that the flow does not contain eíensive regions of laminaÍ or transition flow that

would be incorrectly estimated by the k-€ turbulence model.

6.8. Mesh generation

The computational grid represents the geometry oÍ the region of interest. lt consists of grid
cells that provide an âdequate resolution of the geometrical features. ln hydrodynamics, body-
fiüed grids are used almost universally. However, several kinds oÍ mesh topology are
available:
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Structured grid: The points of a block are addressed by a triple oÍ indices (ijk) The
connectivity is straight-forward because cells adjacent to a givên Íace aÍe identiÍied by the
indices. Céll edges form continuous mesh lines which start and end on opposite block
faces. Cells have the shape of hexahedral, but a small number of prisms, pyramids and

tetrahêdra with degenerated faces and edges are somelimes accepted.

Block structured grid: For the sake of Ílexibility the mesh is assembled from a number of
structured blocks attached to each other. Attachments may be regular, i.e. cell faces of
adjacent blocks match, or arbiÍary (geneÍal attachment without matching cell faces).

Chimera grid: Structured mesh blocks are placed Íreely in the domain to Íit the
geometrical boundaries and to satisfy resolution requirements. Blocks may overlap, and

instead oÍ attachments at block boundaries information between different blocks is
transferred in the overlapping region.

Unstructured grid: Meshes are allowed to be assembled cell by cêll freely without
considering continuity of mêsh lines. Hence, the connectivi§ information for each cell

face needs to be stored in a table. The most typical cell shape is the tetrahedron, but any
other form including hexahedral cells is possible.

Hybrid grid: This grid combines structured with unstructured meshes

The grid must be fine enough to capturê all important flow features. This may be achieved by
local grid reÍinement. Unstructured meshes are especially well suited for this purpose. lf block

structured grids are used local rafinement results in block attachments with dissimilar number
of grid lines. Some CFD codes provide algorithms to adapt the grid resolution locally
according to numerical criteria írom the flow solution, such as gradient information or error
estimators.

The accuracy of the simulation increases with increasing number of cells, i.ê. with decreasing
cell size. However, due to limitations imposed by the increased computer storage and run-

time some compromise is nearly always inevitable.

ln addition to grid density, the quality of a mesh depends on various cÍiteíia such as the
shape of the cells (aspêct ratio, skewness, included angle of adjacent faces), dislances of cell

faces from boundariês or spatial distribution of cell sizes. The introduction of special
topological features such as O-grids or C-grids ând care taken to locate block-interfaces in a
sensible manner can help to improve thê overall quality of a block'structured mesh.

Unstructured meshing techniquês may take advantage of prism layers with structured
submeshes close to domain boundaries.

Guidelinês

> Clean up CAD geometry and Íor body fitted grids check that the surfacê grid conforms to
the CAD geometry (see also Section 6.1.1).

> When using periodic boundary conditions ensure high prêcision of the interface.

) Avoid highly skewed cells, in particular for hexahedral cells or prisms the included angles
behveen the grid lines should be optimisêd in such a lvay that the angles are
approximately 90 degrees. Anglês with less than 40 or more than '140 degrees often
show a deterioration in the results or lead to numerical instabilitiês, especially in the case
of transient simulations.

> The angle between the grid lines and lhe boundary of ths computational domain (the wall

or the inlet- and outlet-boundaries) should bê close to 90 degrees. This requirement is
stronger than the Íequirement Íor the angles in the Ílow Íield far away from the domain
boundaries.

> Avoid the use oÍ tetrahêdral elements in boundary layers.

> Away Írom boundaries, ensurê thal the aspect ratio (the ratio of the sides oÍ the elements)
is not too large. This aspect ratio should be typically not larger than 20. Near walls this
restriction may be relaxed and indeed can be beneficial.
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Thê code requirements of mesh stretching or expansion ratios (rates of change of cell
size for adjacent cells) should be observed. The change in mesh spacing should be
continuous and mesh size discontinuities be avoided, particularly in regions of high
gradients.

The mesh should be Ílner in critical regions with high flow gradients, such as rêgions with
high shear, and where there are signiÍicant changes in geometry or wheÍe suggested by
error estimators. Make use of local reÍinement of the mesh in these regions, in
accoÍdance with the selected turbulence wall modelling (see Section 5.3). The location of
a refinement inteÍÍace should be away from high flow gradients.

Check the assumplion oÍ regions of high now gradients assumed for the grid with the
result of the computation and reanangê grid points iÍ found to be necessary.

Analyse the suitability of the mesh by a grid dependency study (this could be local) where
you use at least three different grid resolutions. lf this is not feasible try to compare
difÍerent order of spatial discretisations on the same mesh (see Section 3.5). The ITTC
guidelines provide more detail in this area.

Use the global topology of the mesh to help satisfy the above guidelines.

6.9. Choice of boundary conditions

Two types of boundary conditions and combinations of them are most commonly
encountered. The Dirichlet condition speciÍies the distribution of a physical quantity over the
boundary at a given time step and the Neumann condition defines the distribution of its Íjrst
dêrivative.

Usêrs have normally no control on the spatial discretisation in the neighbourhood of
boundaries. The CFD code developer should ensure that the boundary region retains the
overall accuracy oÍ the numerical scheme. There is common consent that good practice for
outflow boundariês is to set the convective derivative normal to the boundary Íace equal to
zero and to combine this with a streamwise extrapolation of transporled quantitiês. At
pressure boundaries the same treatment is usually applied. OPen boundaries bring about the
following ditficulties:

. Non-physical reflection oÍ outgoing information back into the domain, including free
surface waves.

. Difficulties in providing information about the properties oÍ the fluid which may
inadvertently enter the domain from the outside.

. Difficulties may also arise if open boundary conditions arê placed in regions oÍ high swirl,
large curvatures or prêssure gradients.

Some CFD codes prevent fluid from entering into the domain through open boundariês. ln
order to avoid undesirable side effects open boundaries should be plâced very careÍully.

Gulclelines

> Ensure that appropriate boundary conditions are available for the case being considered.
For swirling flows consult manual to ênsure appropriate boundary condition used (for
example, radial equilibrium oÍ pressure Íield instead of constant static pressure). Special
non-reflecting boundary conditions are sometimes required for oumow and inflow
boundaries where there are strong pressure gradients Giles [1990].

> Check whetheÍ the CFD code allows inflow at open boundary conditions. lf inflow cânnot
be avoided at an open boundary then ensuÍe thai the transported properties of the
incoming Íluid inôluding turbulence boundary conditions are properly modelled.

6.10. Application of boundary conditions

ln many real applications, there is a frequent difiiculty to dêÍine some of the boundary
conditions at the inlêt and outlet of a calculation domain in the detail that is needed for an
accurate simulation. A typical example is the specification oÍ the turbulencê properties
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(tuóulence intensity and length scale) at the inlet flow boundary, as these are practically
arbitrary in marine CFD. However, for special cases such as propeller or water jet llows the
user needs to be aware of these problems and needs to develop a good feel for thê certainty
or uncertainty of the boundary conditions thât are imposed. This can best be achieved if the
user knows and understands the application he is calculating.

Additional uncertãinties can aÍise because boundary condition data that needs to be speciÍied
is inconsistent with the model being used.

6.10.1. General guidelines on boundary conditions
> Examine the possibilities of moving the domain boundaries to a position where the

boundary conditions are more readily identified, are well-posêd and can be precisely
specifled.

> For each class oÍ problem an uncertainty analysis should be carried out in which the
boundary conditions are systematically changed within certain limits to see the variation in
results. Should any of these variations prove to have a sensitive effect on the simulated
results and lead to large changes in the simulation, then it is clearly necessary to obtain
more accurate dala on the boundary conditions that are speciÍied.

6.10.2. Guidelines on inlet conditions
> Examine the possibilities of moving the domain inlet boundaries to a position where the

boundary conditions are easily identiÍied, are well-posed and can be precisely speciÍied.
> For each class of problem a sensitivity analysis should be canied out in which the inlet

boundary conditions arê systematically changed within certain limits. Aspects that should
be examined are:

. lnlet flow direction and magnitudê.

. Uniform inlet velocity (slug flow) or velocity proÍile.

. Variation oÍ physical parameters.

. Variation of turbulence properties at inlet (see below).

6.10.3. Guidelines on specification of turbulence quantities at an inlet
> A particularly imporlant issue is thê speciÍication of the turbulence properties at the inlet to

the computational domain and veriÍled quantities should be used as inlêt boundary
conditions for turbulent kinetic energy k and dissipation c, ií these are available as the
magnitude can signiíicantly influence the results.

> lf there are no dala available, then the values need to be specified using sensible
engineering assumptions, and the inÍluence of the choice should be examined by
sensitivity tests with different simulations.

> For the specification oÍ thê turbulent kinetic energy k, values should be used which are
appropriate to the application. These values are generally speciÍiêd through a turbulence
intensity level. ERCOFTAC guidelines suggêst a variety of values depending on Ílow
type. ln hydrodynamics, low "inlet" turbulence levêls are likêly, but zero turbulence will
bring about anomalies in turbulence modelling unless specialised approaches to laminar
and transitional regions are adopted.

> The speciÍlcation oÍ the tuóulent length scale, as an equivalent parameter for the
dissipation e, is more diÍÍicult. FoÍ extêrnâl flows, â value determined from thê assumption
that the ratio of turbulent and molecular viscosity pr/!r is of the order of 10 is appropriate.
For simulations in which the near-wall region is modelled, Íor example in two layer
modelling of boundary layers, the length scale should be based on the distance to the
wall and be consistent with the internal modelling in the code.

> lf more sophisticated distributions oÍ k and € are used these need to be consistent with
the velocity proÍile, so that thê production and dissipation term in the turbulence equations
are in balance. An inconsistent formulation such as a constant velocity proÍile and
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constant profile oí turbulence intensity at the inlet lead to an immediate unrealistic
reduction of the turbulence quantities after the inlet. Thesê can be checked by making a
plot of the ratio of turbulent to molecular viscosity pr /p. ln cases where problems arise
the inílow boundary should be moved sufiiciently far Írom the region oÍ interest so that an
inlet boundary layer can develop.

> For RSM models the stresses themselves need to be spêciÍied, and âs these are
normally not available an assumption of isotropic flow conditions with zero shear stresses
is generally made.

6.10.4. Guidelines on outlet conditions
> The boundary conditions imposed at the outlet should be selected to have a weak

influence on the upstream flow. Extreme care is needed when specifying Ílow velocitiês
and directions on the outlet planê. The most suitable outÍlow conditions are weak
formulations involving speciÍication of static pressure at thê outlet plane.

> Particular care should be taken in strongly swirling flows where the pressure distribution
on the outlet boundary is strongly influenced by the swirl, and cannot be speciÍied
independently oÍ the swirl coming Írom upstream.

> Be aware of the possibility oÍ inlet flow inadvertently occuning at the oumow boundary,
which may lead to difficulties in obtaining a stable solution or even to an incorrect
solution. lf it is not possible to âvoid this by relocating the position oÍ the outlet boundary
in the domain, then one possibility to avoid this problem is to restrict the flow area at the
outlet, provided that the outflow boundary is not near the region of inteÍest.

> lf there are multiple outlets, then eilher pressure boundary conditions or mass flow
speciÍlcations can be imposed depending on the known quantities.

6.10.5. Guidelines on solid walls
> Care should be taken that the boundary conditions imposed on solid walls are consistent

with both the physical and numerical models used.

> lÍ roughnêss on the wall is not negligible, significant levels of uncertainty can arise
through incorrect speciÍlcation of roughness within the wâll function and when no detailed
informâtion is available gÍeat care is needed. ReseaÍch in this area in ship hydrodynamics
has been considerable.

6.10.6. Guidelines on symmetry and periodicity planes
> Symmetry and pêriodicity planes assume that the grâdiênts perpendicular to the plane

are either zero (for symmetry) or determined Írom the flow field (periodicity). lÍ symmetry
or periodicity planes cross the inlet or outlet boundaries then care should be taken to
speciÍy inlet or outlet variables thal are consistent with these.

6.11. Steady flow, symmetry, periodicity, etc.

A symmetric steady computation, or a computation with periodic boundary conditions, is often
carried out in order to reduce the computing time and memory required.

There are many applicalions where the nominal geometry is symmetric but the flow is
asymmêtric, and the flow field can be asymmetric even in the case of perfect symmetry of the
geometry (for example, an oblate spheroid at very high incidence). This can be an impoÍtant
factor in predicting the detail of the dynamical behaviour of fluid flows. The main parameter
which gives a preview of the symmetrical behaviour is the Reynolds number. lf the Reynolds
number is high the flow tends to be asymmetric. This asymmetry can also be forced if the real
inÍlow conditions are not geometrically perfectly symmetrical or some distortions are within the
inlet flow.

Due to the physical temporal instability of the flow (e.9. the Karman vortex-street) or due to
time-dependent boundary conditions the flow Íield can be unsteady. This effect should be
carefully examined because the flow solvers can often compute a spurious steady solution of
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the flow field that is in contradiction to thê physics. ln câses with vêry strong unstêady effects
within the flow field the solution algorithm doês not always convêrgê to a steady solution.

6.11.1. Guidelines
> Check carefully whether the gêomêtry is symmetric or whêther a geometrical distortion or

disturbance in the inlet conditions is present which can trigger asymmetric solutions.

> Estimate the Reynolds-number of the inflow and check whether the flow could be
asymmetric, turbulent and/or unsteady (e.9. by sources or literature).

> After obtaining a steady solution, switch to the transient mode and check whether the
solution remains stable.

> lÍ there are difficulties to get a converged steady solution - êspecially if there is an
oscillation oí the residuâls - switch to the transient mode.

> ln case of doubt, the simulation should be unsteady and without symmetry assumptions
as boundary conditions.

6,12. Analysis of results, sensitivity sÍudies and dealing with
uncefteinties

6.12.1. Analysis of results

Most commerciâl codes come with some kind of post-processing pâckâgê. This allows many
of the Ílow phenomena to be visuâlisêd or plotted in gÍaphicál form. The two main steps of
post-píocessing are to determine:

. whether the result is sensible

. whether the result is accurate

Checking the believability of the solution may involve several steps such as checks on
conserved variables, visual conlirmation that velocities and pressures arê smoothÍy
distributed and comparison with other similar problem results. The convergence history will
give some indication of whether the problem has reachad a stgady state solution.

Guldelines:

> Check conserved vaÍiablês, including an overall force/momentum balance.

> Check that velocities, forces, prêssures, êtc. have believable values.

> Check whether Íluid variables such as velocity and pressure are smoothly distributed over
the body and vary rapidly only where expectôd. Discontinuities may be the result of poor
panel deÍinition or insuíficient mesh.

> Perform some simpls hand calculations io check orders of magnitudes oÍ variables.

> Run simple versions of the problem (e.9. with reducêd geometry) to get an idea for the
numbers involved.

The accuracy of the result can only truly be detêÍmined by knowing the answer in advance.
As this is rarely the case the accuracy oÍ the solution will depend on the validation and
suitability oÍ the code, the approximations made, the quality of the input parameters and the
independent errors (e.9. Íound-of enors).

Guidelines:

> Ensure that the solution algorithm used is the most suitable, and recognise the
approximations used.

> The accuracy of the solution will only be as good as the accuracy oÍ the input conditions.
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> Compare the result with similar problems, or simpliÍied versions of the same problem.

6.1 2. 2. Se n sitiv ity stud ies

Most CFD problems are dependent on mesh quality and resolution, and this may be even
more so for fÍee surface problems, such as where the free surface meêts the body. lt may be

easy to Íind in the literature a suggested panel or mesh density for a particular problem but it
is important to examine the sensitivity of variables such as thêse on the solution. This may
also takê an iterative form, where thê initial solution has highlighted an area of insufficient
mesh resolution or skewed panels or grid that need improvement.

Guidelines:

! Perform the calculation using several different panel and grid densities

> lnvestigate the sensitivity of boundary conditions

> lf time permits run thê problem using a different source code and compare the results

> lnvestigate the effects of different viscous approximations or lurbulence models

6.12.3. Dealing with unceáainties

As described in section 3.2, uncertainties arise through lack of knowledge. This can be a lack

oÍ knowledge oÍ the details of the problem to be modelled, or of the methods and
approximations used to solve the problem. The latter can only be solved by increased user
awareness to the theories and mêthods used. Uncertainties can also occur because oÍ
simpliÍlcation of the problem due to modelling constraints.

Guidelines:

> Avoid over-simpliÍication of the model which may omit important effects

> Be aware of the magnitude and implication of errors (e.9. round-off errors)

> Scale factor is important - solution is much easier at model scale (smaller Reynolds
number) but there may be diÍficultiês scaling up the results, i.e. Froude / Reynolds scaling
differences.
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7. Application examples

The following application examples are
described in these guidelines.

given in order to illustíate lhe some oÍ the issues

7.1. Example of Wave Pattem Calculations for Steady Ship Flow

Application êxample calculated with SHIPFLOWXPAN supplied by FLOWTECH lntêmational
AB, Gothenburg, Sweden.

7.1.1. lntroduction

The purpose of the example is to show a computation oÍ the wava pattem generated by a
commercial vessel known as "Ville de Mercure'or The Hamburg test case". A potential flow
codê of Rankine source type is used to solve the problem. The computed waves are
compared to experiments along longitudinal wave cuts. The experimental data can be found
in the MARNET data base.

7.1.2. Geometry and boundary conditions

The main dimensions of the hull are Lpp='l53.68m, B= 27.5 m, Tf = 9.2 m Ta = 10.3 m The
gêometry of the hull is described by a set of offset points as shown in Íigure 1. ln total there
ãre approximately 120 stations having about 40 points each. The hull is divided into 4 parts,

main hull, stern, fore bulb and aft bulb. No appendages are included and the transom stem
and the stern bulb are left open.

Thê free surface extends from half a shiplength upstream to one shiplength downstream of
the hull in the longitudinal direction and to 0.8 shiplengths in the transverse direction in order
to capture the Kelvin anglê within the downstream boundary. This size of the free suíace is

suÍÍicient to compute the near Íield waves around the hull.

A condition of zero flow in the suíace normal direction is applied on the hull and the kinematic
and dynamic free surface boundary conditions are appliêd on the free surface

The computations are performed for the Froude number 0.2385.

Figure 7.í Hull offsets
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Figure 7.3. Frce suÍíace panels

7,1,4. Features of the simulation

Only a brief description of the numerical mêthod for solving the Íree surface problem is
included below. Details of the method can be found in (Janson, C-E. 1997).

A potentialflow method is used to solve the free surface problem. Steady state
incompressible flow in a coordinate system that moves with the body is also âssumed in the
present Íormulation.

Thê free-surface problem is non-linear since the free-surface boundary conditions are non-
linear and must be satisÍied on the initially unknown wavy free surface. The solution method
for the non-linear problem used in the present method is to linearise the free-surface
boundary condition around a known base solution and to solve the problem in an iterative
manner. ln each iteration the problem is linearised with respect to the solution from the
prêvious iteration and the first iteration is started Írom a base flow that may be the
undisturbed flow or a zero Froude number flow where a Neumann condition is applied on the
free-surface. The linearised free surÍace boundary conditions are in the Íirst linear solution
appliêd on the undisturbed free surface and are in the following itêrations moved to the wavy
free-surface computed in the previous iteration. ln each iteration the wave height is computed
from the linearised dynamic free surface boundary condition.

The hull surface and the free surface are discretised using a large number oÍ quadrilateral
Rankine source panels. The hull panels are assumed to be parabolic having a linearly varying
source strength and a boundary mndition of zero flow thÍough the panel is applied at the
panel control point. The Íreê-suíace panels are flat and have a constant source strength. The
combined free-surface boundary condition applied at the control point on each panel, includes
velocity dervatives. ln the present method the velocity derivatives are calculated using an
upwind finite difference operator. The choice oÍ difference operator is very importânt for the
performance oÍ the method since both the damping (amplitude error) and dispersion (wave
length erroo are influenced by the finite differênce operator. Also the necessary condition of
no waves propagating upstÍeam (Íadiation condition) is introduced by the use of an
appropriate finite differencê operator. ln the present method a íour-point operator is used. The
free-surface source panels are raised a small distance above the free-surface level and the
Íree-surÍace control points are shifted a small distance upstream in order to reduce the
damping and the wavelength erÍoÍ that appears for the original four point operator. A central
difference operator is used to compute the velocity derivatives in the tÍansverse direction.

7.1.5. Results

A contour plot of the computed wave pattem is shown in figure 7.4 and three longitudinal
wave cuts are compared to experimental dâta in Íigures 7.5 - 7.7. The bow wave is well
predicted as can be seen in the Íigures while thê stêrn wavê is over predicted.
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A grid dependence study was also carried out using 15, 20, 25 and 30 panels per
Íundamental wave length in the longitudinal direction. The hull panelizatiôn ând the trânsverse
distribution oÍ free surface panels was not changed during the grid dependence study. The
longitudinal wave cuts where compared for the four panelizations and a large difference was
noted between 15, 20 and 25 panels while the difference was smâll between 25 and 30
panels. lt was therefore concluded that 25 - 30 panels per fundamental wave length is enough
to resolve the wave patteÍn.

Figure 7.4. Computed wavê pattern
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FiguÍe 7.7. Wave profile, longitudinal cut at y=0.6518*Lpp, compaÍison to experiments

7.1.6. Conclusions

The bow wave and the diverging waves from the foÍê pâÍt of the hull can be well predicted
using a potential flow mêthod. Thê stem wave is however too large which is duê to the
neglected viscous effects of the boundary layer displacement and also due to the potential
flow rêpresentation oÍ the flow just behind the submerged transom stern. A computation
including viscous effects is necessary to improve the prediction of the steÍn wave.

7.7.7. References

1. Janson. C-E. 1997 Potential Flow Panel Methods íor the Câlculation of Free-surface Flows
with Lift. Department of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering, Phd thesis, Chalmers
University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden.

2. Prins, H.J., Raven H.C. 'í997 lmproving the RAPID resistânce prediction, CALYP§O report,
Task 2.2, Deliverable D2.2, Brite/Euram lll BE95-'1721.
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7.2. Example of viscous stern flow calculations

Application example calculated with SHIPFLOWXVISC supplied by FLOWTECH
lnternational AB, Gothenburg, Sweden.

7.2.1. lntroduction

The purpose of lhis example is to show a mmputation oÍ the Ílow around the stem for a ship
known as "Ville de Mercure" or "The Hamburg test case". A single block RANSE solver is
used for the computation. The computed wake is compared lo experiments available in the
MARNET datâ base.

7.2.2. Geometry and boundary conditions

Thê main dimensions of the hull are Lpp=153.68m, B= 27.5 m, Tf = 9.2 m Ta = 10.3 m. Thê
geometry oÍ the hull is described by a set of offsêt points as shown in Íigure 'l. ln total there
are approximately 120 stations having about 40 points each. The hull is divided into 4 parts,
main hull, stern, fore bulb and aft bulb. No appendages are included and the stem bulb is
extended ând closed.

The computational grid starts midships and ends a quarter of a shiplength downstream of the
stern. The radius to the outer cylindrical boundary is 0.4 shiplengths.

Boundary conditions at the inlet plane:
Vêlocity components are extracted from a boundary layer computation and outside the
boundary layer from a potential flow solution. The turbulênt quantities are computed from
analytical Íormulas based on the velocity proÍile in the inlet plane. ln addition the equations Íor
the tuôulent quantities are solved assuming a zero velocity grâdient in the main flow
direction. This second step is used to obtain a smooth distribution oÍ the turbulent quantities.

Boundarv conditions at the outer boundarv:
The tangential velocity mmponents and the pressure are obtained from a potential flow
solution and the velocity component normal to thê boundary is computed Írom the continuity
equation. A zero normal derivative is assumed for the turbulênt quantities.

Boundarv conditions at the flat fÍeê surface and the center olane:
A symmetry condition is assumed on both planes.

Boundarv conditions at the outlet olane:
The second derivative oÍ the velocity components and the turbulent quantities are assumed to
be zero in the main flow diÍection. The pÍessure is set to zero.

Boundarv conditions on the hull:
No slip and a wall law is used on the hull suríace.

The mmputations are performed for the Reynolds numbeÍ 1.28-1Ot .
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Figure 7.8 Hull offsets

Grid

As mentioned above thê hull is divided into Íour groups, three of them are used to generate a
structured single block grid around the stem. Grid points are distributed on the boundaries
and between the boundaries to Íorm an initial volume grid. The grid points arê clustered
towârds the hull in order to generate a grid that can be used together with the wall law (y+
âbout 50 for the first point outside the hull). A Poisson solver is then used to makê the gíid as
orthogonal as possible. The grid points are allowed to move along the boundaries during this
process. Figures 7.9 -7.11 show a grid where 120 points were used in the longitudinal
direction,40 points in the girthwise direction and 50 points in the radial direction.

Figure 7.9. Single block grid for the stern flow computation
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Figure 7.10. Details ofthe grid at the stêrn

Figure 7.'11 Details of thê surface grid at the stem bulb.
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7-2-3- Features of the simulation

The time averagêd Navier-Stokes equations Íor incompressiblê Ílow are solved. A
predominant flow direction is assumed for the flow around the hull and a simplifiêd set of
equations can be used, assuming that the stress derivâtive in this direction is small. The
equations for the velocities then becomes parabolic and a marching technique can be used
for the solution. The pressure calculation is, however, elliptic and the method cân be reÍened
to as partially parabolic. A curvi-linear non-orthogonal coordinate systêm is used and both the
independent and the dependent variables are transformed to this system.

Transport equations are solved Íor thê turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation. A
wâll law represents the velocity distribution close to thê hull suÍface.

Numerically the problem is solved using a finite-diÍÍerênce method. ln the cross-plane a Íinite-
analytic scheme is used while a second order upwind scheme is used in predominant
direction. The pressure-velocity coupling is basêd on the SIMPLER algodthm.

The theory for the Navier-Stokes method is descíbed in detail in ( Broberg, L. 1988 ), (

Larsson, L., et al. 1989 ) and ( Ohkusu, M., ed. 1996 ).

7.2,4. Results

The computed and measured wakê arê comparêd in Íigures 7.12 and7.13. The general
behaviour of the wake is well captured in the computations but soms details of the iso-wakes
are missing in the inner part of the boundary layer, in particular at x=0.9675tLpp.

FiguÍe7.12. Comparison ofthe computed (lêft) and thê
mêasured (right) wakê at x=0.9379'Lpp
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Figure 7.í3. CompaÍison of tho computed (left) and th6
mêasurêd (Ílght) wakê al x=0.9675'Lpp

7.2.5. References
1. Broberg, L. 1988 Numêrical Calculation of Ship Stem Flow' PhD Thesis, Department of
Mechanics, ChalmeÍs University oÍ Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden.

2. Larsson, 1., Broberg, L., Kim, K. J. and Zhang, O. H. 1989 New Viscous and lnviscid CFD
Techniques for Ship Flows. sth lnternational Conference on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics,
Hiroshima, Japan.

3. Ohkusu, M., ed. 1996 Advances in Marine Hydrodynamics. Computational Mechanics
Publications, Southampton, Boston, pp. 1-75.

7.3. Example of Unsteady Manoeuvring Calculations

Application example provided by Sirehna, 1, Rue de la Noe, Nantes.

7.3.1. lntroduction

Numerical simulations of three-dimensional unsteady viscous free surface Ílow past a ship in
drift and in rotating motion using the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations are
presentêd. A fully coupled mêthod Íor the velocities, pressure and free suíace elevation
discrete unknowns is used. The purpose of this work is to generalise algorithms while
preserving their efficiency in ordêr to take into account non-symmetrical free suíace Ílows.

The areas of best practice that are illustrated by this example are referÍed to in sections 2.5.2,
2.6.2.1. and 6.2.2.4.
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The whole solution oÍ non-symmetrical ship Ílows requires to compute three dimensional
unsleady turbulent boundary laysrs with flow separation connêcted to complex free surfacê
effects : Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations written under convective form in an
unsteady curvilinear computational space fitted at each iteration to the hull and to the free
surface are used. Fully non linear Íree surÍace mnditions are solved using an efficient fully
coupled algorithm and turbulence efÍecls are taking into account through classical k-ú)
modelisation.

Seíes 60 experiments (free surface elevation along the hull, Cfx, CÍy, Cmz) with attack anglê
e=5'due to J. Longo ând F. Stem from lowa University provide the experimental data for
comparison. No expeÍiment results are available for the gyration case.

7.3.2. Geometry and boundary conditions

The hull Íorm used in these calculations is that oÍ the standard Series 60 hull, block coêfficient
= 0.6. The computational domain is hemispherical, with a radius equal to Íive times the water
line length. The computational domain is divided into the port and starboard halves with an
overlapping multi-block strategy used to deal with he interface.

The fluid is modêlled as a viscous, incompíessible and NeMonian. Thê flow is treated as
unsteady and utilises a k-o turbulence model. A wave-breaking criterion based on Íree
surfaco curvature is used. This criterion, published by Subramani et al., Íixes the limiting value
of lkhl where k is the free surface curvature and h thê frêe surface elevation for a wave not to
break : lkhl<0.5.

For non-symmetrical free surfacê flows, topological boundaries do not coincide with physical
boundary conditions. Overlapping techniques have been left to joinêd boundaries requiring
the development of speciÍic discrete operators and new linear system solvêrs allowing the
discretization molecules to cross topological boundaries.

Free surface boundary conditions arê one kinematic condition, two tangential dynamic
conditions and one normal dynamic condition, with Íurther details given in reference 1.

7.3.3. Grid

Slructured curvilinear grid (O-O topology) Íitted to the hull and the Íree suíace has been used
in this example.

The Íinest grid level has 2x89x73x33 = 428,802 nodes and the coarsest grid has 2x57x49x33
= 184,338 nodes. The k-o turbulence model is used without wall function -which requires a
great concentration near the hull with the Íirst grid point located at s/l=10-", \,vhere s is the
curvilinear co-ordinate normal to the hull.

Typically 3 grids are used to assess lhe convergence. ln practice, all of these grids ensure a
good accuracy of the hull integrated data (forces). The Íinal mesh has been chosen so that
the calculated flow is converged up to about 0.5 ship length.

The best practice guidelines described in section 6.8 should be referenced

ln the drift angle case and the gyration case, calculation are peíormêd for model scale at a
Reynolds numbeÍ Rn = Ua.l/u =5.3. 106, a Froude number Fn = Ua{gl = 0.316 and a Bond
number which traduces surface tension effects gn = pgl2/1 = 1.3.106, where I is the boat
length.

For the pyration case, the rotation velocity O (in radians/s) is choose acmrding to Ol/Ua =
8.73.10' involving a curvature radius Rg/l = Ua/(Ol) = 1í.5. The rotation axis is vertical
including point R(0, -R9, 0) and the boat is fixed in all the degrees of fêedom.

Calculations are performed during 500 timê iterations with a non-dimensional time step Í =
Ua.ôVl = 0.025 for all grids.

Calculations simulate exactly a towing tank test in that, during a Íirst stage, the hull is in
uniform acceleration up to the nominal velocity and then velocity is held constant thereafter.
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A second order (in space and time) implicit fully coupled Íinite difference scheme has beên
used in the calculation. Convection lerms are computed using an upwind second order
scheme that needs a 13 nodes cell. The diffusion terms need 7 nodes for second ordêr
derivatives and 12 nodes to express cross second order derivatives while pressure gradient
requires I nodes for each component. Pressure equation uses Rhie and Chow method (27
nodes).

7,3.4. Results
General agreement is satisfactory (drifr angle case). The bow and stem local Íree surface on
pressure side or suction side has good amplitude and computed and experimental wave
pattems are very similar. Nevertheless the computed wave-Íield presents a typical cunent
fault of most three-dimensional free surface viscous flow calculations, in that the wave
amplitudes appear to be damped in the far-field.

Figure 7.14:wavefield for Fn = 0.3í6 and Rn = 5.3.106
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Figure 7.15 Free suríacê elevation along the hull (prêssure side on the top
and suction side on the botlom)

f able 7.2: Results foÍ the drift anglê case.

CÍx cfv Cmz
Experiments 6.6.'t 0' '10.6. 10- -0.73. 10 '
Calculation 6.4. 10' 9.3. 10' -0.72.'10'

Figurê 7.16 : modulus of velocity and streamlines on the Íree surÍace for Rg/l = í 1.5
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Figurc 7.17 Free suÍíace elevation on both sldes ofthe hull for Rg/l = 11.5

Table 7.3 : Results for the gyration case.

7.3.5. ldentitication of errors and uncertainties

Model enors of interest bin lhis case aÍe those classicâlly associated with NeMonian fluid and

choice of turbulence model. The wave breaking model may also have some influence, but
this is expected to be of relevance only to the near Íield solution.

With regard to numerical errors, sêcond order numerical schemê is used in both time and

space in this case, minimising the potential foÍ numerical diffusion to orders higher than the
physical diffusion processes as recommended.

With regard to convergence erÍors, a very good convergence is ensured thanks to the use of
a coupled method

User enors are likely to bê low relative to general purpose CFD applications in industry owing

to the automatic approaches used in grid generation and the reduced number of parameters

involved in the method.

7.3.6. Conclusions

Classical grid over-lapping techniques coming from multiblock solvers have been tested in
order to transmit flow inÍoímation (mass and momentum conservation) through topological
(but not physical) boundaries joining the two blocks (starboard and port). UnÍortunately this
method gives very slow convergence ratê that suppress the beneÍit oÍ fully coupled
techniques. Better way consisting in coding new schemes on and near thê topological
boundary and new specific linear solvers is developed here. ln this case, the two parts of the

Cfx cÍv Cmz
on (Ro/l = 11.5) 6.1.10' í.4.10' -0.31 .10'r

Calculation (Rq/l = +-) 5.7.10- 0 0

ExDeriments 1Po4 = +-) 5.9.10' 0 0
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grid are not overlapped and convergence rate in the whole domain appears better than
convergence with symmetricâl flow.

This method has been validated in two important cases for hydrodynamics point of view: ship
moving with a non-zero attack angle and ship in rotating motion. ln both case non-
symmetrical flows and continuity of dependant unknowns crossing boundaries are shown.

Conceming drift simulation generâl wave pattem shows a good agreement with experiments
particularly on the bow wave where amplitude on the suction and the pressure sides are
good. NeveÍtheless important wave damping can be observed at a distance from the hull as
usual using RANSE solver. Converged values oÍ resistance coefficients are in very good
accordance with experimental values.

Concerning gyration simulation, experimental values concerning local variables (pressure,
velocity, Íree surface elêvation) do not exist today and validations are not very easy.
Nevertheless an increase of resistance can be observed comparing with symmetrical flow
simulation.

7.3.7. References

1. B. Alessandrini, G. Delhommeau (Ecole Centrale de Nantes, France)
\y'iscous free suíacê flow past a ship in drift and in rotating motion", 22"o Symposium on
Naval Hydrodynamics, Washington O.C., August 1998.

2. B. Alessandrini (Ecole Centrale de Nantes, Francê)
"Etude numérique de l'écoulement d'un fluide visqueux autour d'une carêne de navire en
incidence et en giration Íorcée", July 1997.
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7.4. Example of propeller flow calculations

Application example provided by VTT, with thanks and acknowledgements to:

Moustafa Abdel-Maksoud, Potsdam Model Basin, Marquardter Chaussee 100, D-14469
Potsdam. Florian Menter, AEA Technology GmbH, StaudenÍeldweg 12, D-83624 Otterfing.
Hans Wuttke, Potsdam l\,1odel Basin, Marquardter Chaussee 100, D-14469 Potsdam.

7.4.1. lntroduction

This example demonstrates the manner in which thê solution Íor flow around a maínê
propeller can be achieved. lt concentrates on issues of gíd generation, and uses a general
purpose CFD code to provide the core solver. Since thê code (CFX-TASCflow) uses
hexahedral grids, the difíiculties to be overcome to match this grid topology to the geometry of
a skewed propeller and shafl are considerable. Some compromises on the best practice
guidelines described earlier are therefore inevitable.

7.4.2. Geometry

The propeller series 4021 of SVA, (Heinke et al, 1993) is used in this example, being a
suitâble compromise between a conventionâl and â highly skewed geometry. The geometry
is shown in the following figure. Note that full details of the geometry should be obtained from
HSVA.

ln defining the extent oÍ the computaüonal domain, it is assumed that the axis of the propeller
and the direction of the flow coincide. All blades of the propeller are assumed identical. As a
result, the flow is periodic with respect to the blades and only one blade has to be considered.
Periodic boundary conditions have to be applied in circumÍerential direction. The RANS solver
features a general grid interÍace (GGl) capability, which allows to join grid blocks with non-
matching node distributions. This feature cân be applied to the periodic boundaries
encountêred in the simulation of ship propellers. Therefore, the grid distribution on the two
periodic boundaries in circumferential direction does not have to match, leading to a
signiÍicant simplification of the grid generalion procedure. However, the present method has
also been applied to generate grids with matching nodes at the periodic boundaries. Thê
periodic boundaries are placed betwêên the blâdes.

7.1.3. Grid

One of the main obstacles in computing ship propeller flows by solving the NavieÊStokes
equations is the complexity involved in the generation of suitable grids. Compared to other
lifling bodies, like wings on airplanes, there are additional diÍÍiculties associated with the
geometry oÍ a propeller:

o Periodicity in circumferential direction,

. Strong twisting of the blade central plane,

. Complex shape of modeÍn propellers,

. Stagnation point on hub close to propellêr,

. Limited space Íor grid generation behind the ship.

The grid generation is based on a commercial grid generation package employing block-
structured hexahederal grids. lt can be fully parameterised, i.e. templates can be written
which are independent oÍ the geometry. Different geometry shapes can then be substituted
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and a grid can be generated automatically. The grid cân be optimised by moving topological
points on geometric lines or suíaces.

As the grid generation is based on a block-structured hexahedral grid, it is necessary to
develop a topology for the arrangement of the different blocks. Fig. 7.'í8 gives a genêral
overview over the positioning of the grid around the propetler bladê. The grid is wrapped
around the blade, followang approximately the angle of the blade against the propeller axis.
Away Írom the blade (in axial direction), the gÍid straightens out and runs parallel to the axis.

Figure 7.í I Genêral ovorview of the propeller grid structure

Figure 7.19 below illustrates the distribution of the developed grid projected on to the blade
surface.
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Figure 7.í9: Projêction of grid on to thê blade surfacê.

To resolve the skong pÍessure gradiênts in the leading edge region (stagnation line and
suction peak), the grid is locally refined in that area (Fig. 7.20 below).
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Figure 7.20 Local grid refinêment detail at the blade leading edge.
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The quality of a hexahederal grid for the simulation of fluid Ílow can be measured by a
number of parameters. l/ost important are the grid angles. The optimum grid has 90 degree
angles everywhere because then, lhe numerical accuracy and the robustness of the
discretisation scheme are best. However, orthogonal grids can only be achieved for simple
geomêtries. ln most applications, the grid contains angles of 45 degrees and less.

For â complex geometry like a high-skew marine propeller, angles of around 20 degrees and
smaller can hardly be avoided. The analysis oÍ distribution of minimal grid angles per cell Íace
for the grid of the propellêr 4021 shows that is only 0.3% of grid cells with ângles of around 20
degrees. For the propeller 2133 the smallest angles are around '10 degÍees as a result oÍ the
higher skew. Most cells however are around 45 degrees, as has to be expected from the
underlying topology.

7.4.4. Features of the Simulation

7.4.4.1. Equations

The flow around ship propellers is computed in a rotating co-ordinate system attached to the
propeller. Thê RANS equations in a rotating co-ordinatê system involve additional terms
compared to those in an inertial system. lt is vital that users of commercial, general purpose,
CFD codes check that these additional terms are included where rotating co-ordinate system
options are offered. Details oÍ ths modifiêd equations can be Íound in thê references given
later.

The computations have been performed with a RANS solver based on a conservative, semnd
order accurate, finite volume scheme with collocated variables. An algebraic multi-grid
algorithm is employed to accelerate the convergence of the linear solver.

The effect of turbulence is modeled using the standard k-e model (Launder and Sharma,
1974). Wall function boundary conditions are used. However, the grid generation procedure
could also provide grids for the resolution of the viscous sublayêr.

7.4.4.2. Boundaryconditions

The Íollowing boundary conditions were speciÍied:

. lnlet: Velocity vector and kand s speciÍied,

. Outlet: Pressure speciÍied at one Íace. All other variables extrapolated with zero
gradient along grid line,

. Propeller and hub: Wall function boundary conditions,

. Tunnel walls: Slip condition,

. Side boundaries: Periodicity for all variables.

7.4.4.3. Flowconditions

The propeller 4021 has been tested experimentally over a wide range of operating conditions
in a closêd water tunnel (Heinke et al, 1993). The propeller model has an outer diameter D =
0.25 m and a hub diameter d = 0.07 m. The test-section was rectangular 0.85 X 0.854 and
has been approximated by a cylinder of diameter Dt = 0.62 m. Off-dêsign conditions were

achieved by changing the speed oÍ the water in the tunnel.
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7.4.5. Results

The numerical rêsults agree very well with the experimental data for the propeller 402.1. Some
diÍÍerences appear at the extreme off-design conditions. There is litíe influence of the grid
density on the predicted performancê characteristics of the propeller for the cases covered
here.

Numerical results for the axial velocity proÍiles at 0.17 D behind the pÍopeller 4021 are shown
for the standard grid (250,000 nodes) and thê Íine grid (2,107,596 nodes). For all four radial
locations, the overâll level and the general shape of the velocity proÍiles agree well with the
experimental data. Differences in the details of the wake are most likely duê to deficiencies in
the turbulence model or insufÍicient resolution. The differences in the computed results on the
two gÍids indicate that grid independence was not achieved on the standard grid. Figure 7.21
shows the computed results in terms of the non-dimensional thrust and torque,

K, =

and efÍiciency:

K.W.
n = (291' Koo'D

ln these equâtions, Nb is the number oÍ blades, (Fx, Fy, Fz) is the Íorce vector per unit area, p
is the fluid density, N is the rotation ratê in revolutions per seconds, ?z is the rotation rate in
râdians per second and W, is the free stream velocity. The flow in the free stream is parallel
to the z-direction. The integration is canied out over the surÍace of the blade and the hub
(which is also included in the force measurêments). The abscissa in the following tigures is
the advance ratio:

.w_
ND

(27r,

Thê design points of the propêller is at J = 0.699 (4021). Some differences occur at the
extreme off-design conditions. The differences might be a result oÍ insuÍÍicient grid rêsolution,
shortmmings in the turbulence model for separated Ílows, or experimental deficiencies.
Especially at low flow speed (small J), there is an influence oÍ thê propeller-induced flow on
the inflow speed in the closed water tunnel.

Fig. 7.21 also includes sample computations based on a Ílne grid with 2107596 nodes. There
is little influence oÍ the grid density on the predicted performance characteristics of the
propeller. This does not necessarily mean that thê flow Íield is fully resolved on the coarseÍ
grid, but only that the major flow featuÍes are coneclly captured.

Figs.7.22 to 7.25 compare the computed and measured axial velocity proÍiles at 0.í7 D
behind the propeller 4021, where Z=0 at thê generation line of the propeller. Numerical results
are shown for the standard gnd (250,000 nodes) and the fine grid (2,107,596 nodes). For all
four radial locations, the overall level and the general shape of the velocity proÍiles agrêe well
with lhe experimental data. Differences in the details of the wake are most likely due to
deÍiciencies in the turbulence model or insufficient resolution. The differences in the computed

N,!r,at
PN, DO

PN, D'
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results on the two grids indicate that grid independence was not achieved on the standard
grid. Another potential problêm is the apprication of wafl function boundary conditions at the
blade suíace. wall Íunctions do nol allow for a consistent grid reÍinement in the near wall
region, which could be the cause Íor the differences in the waie.
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8, Checklist of best practice advice for marine CFD
This section contains checklists of the best prâctice guidelines outlined in the previous
chapters. A list of general guidelines relevant to genêric CFD calculâtions is presêntêd,
Íollowed by lists of guidelines speciÍic to RANS câlculations and potential flow calculations.
The lists are presented such as to follow roughly the chronological sequence required to
complete a CFD poect.

8.1. General CFD guidelines

8.1.1. Guidelines on the tnining of CFD users
> A CFD user for non-routine applications should have good training ând knowledge in

classical fluid mechanics, a broad understanding oÍ numerical methods, and detailed
knowledge oÍ the application being examined. This means that they \Ívill be able to
undeÍstand the limitations oÍ the particular models usêd (e.g. turbulence, boundary
conditions. definition oÍ Grêen's function bêing used).

> Thê training and education requirement for more Íoutine applications cân be less
stringent, provided that clear guidelines or procedures have been establishêd for the use
of the code being used. An example of a routine application would be the simulation of a
steady ship flow where many previous designs have been calculated and only relatively
small changes in geometries and boundaries conditions occur.

> ln both Íoutine and non-routinê applications, training on the use of the specific CFO code
with the solution of realistic exercises is needed.

8.1.2. Guidelines on problem definition
> The user needs to give careful thought to the requirements and objectives of the

simulation and typically might consider the Íollowing points:

. ls a CFD simulation method really appropriate?

. Are the objectives of the simulation clearly deÍlned?

. What are the requirements on accuÍacy?

. What locauglobal quântities are needed Írom thê simulation?

. What are the documentation/reporting requirements?

. What are the important Ílow physics involved?

. What is the area of primary interest (domain) Íor the flow calculation?

. ls the geometry well defined?

. What level of validation is necessary? ls this a routine application, where validation
and calibration has already been canied out on similar flow Íields, and where only
relatively small changês can be expected from earlier similar simulations? Or is it a
non-routine application, where little earlier validation work has been done.

. What level of computational resources is needed for the simulation (memory, disk
space, CPU time) and are these available?

D Avoid over-simplification of the model which may omit important effects
> Be aware of the magnitudê and implication of enoÍs (e.9. round-off errors)
> Scale factor is important - solution is much easier at model scale (smaller Reynolds

numbeo but thêre may be difÍiculties scaling up the results, i.e. Froude / Rêynolds scaling
difierences.

8.1.3. Guidelines on groba, so lution algorithm
> Check the adequacy of the solution procedure with respect to the physical properties oÍ

the flow.
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> As a Íirst step in this process, the parameters controlling convergence (e.g. relaxation
paramêters or Courant number) of the solution algorithm should be used as suggested by
the CFD-code vendor or developer.

> lf it is necessary to change parameters to aid convergence, it is not advisable to change
too many parameters in one step, as it then becomes difÍicult to analyse which of tÉe
changes have influenced the convergence. ln case of persistent divergence see sections
on boundary conditions (section 3.7), grid (section 3.4), discretisation and convergence
errors (sêction 3.2).

> Consider carefully whether the flow can be expected to exhibit steady or unsteady flow
behaviour. Consider the size oÍ the unstêady scales to be expected present in thá flow
Íield in.comparison to the geometrical dimensions, and if this is large then an unsteady
simulation is necessâry.

> lf a steady solution has been computed ând there is a reason to be unsuÍe that thê flow is
really-steady, then an unsteady simulation should be canied out with the existing steady
flow field as the initial condition. Examination of the time-development of the 

-physical

quantities in the locations of interêst will identify whether the flow is steady or not.

8.1.4. Guidelines on the solution of the discrctised equations

8.í.4.1. Guidelines on round off errors
> Always use the 64-bit represêntation of real numbers (double precision on common UNIX

workstations)
) Developers are recommended to use thê 64-bit representation of real numbers (REAL.8

in FORTRAN) as the default settings for their CFD code.

8.1.4.2. Guidelines on spatial discretisation
> Try to give an approximation of the numerical enoÍ in the simulation by applying a mesh

or panel refinement study, or if this is not possible by mesh coaBening.
> lf available in the code, make use of the câlculation of an erÍor eslimator (which may be

based on residuals, or on the diÍference between two solutions of different oider
accuracy).

8.í.4.3. Guidelineson temporal discretisation
> The overall solution accuracy is determined by lhe lower order component of the

discretisation. At least second oÍder accuracy is recommended in space and time. For
time dependent flows the time and space discretisation eÍrors are strongly coupled.
Hence finer grids or higher order schemes are required (in both space and time).

> Check the influence of thê order oÍ the temporal discretisation by analysis oÍ the
Írequency and time-devêlopment of a quantity of interest (e.g. the velocity in the main flow
direction).

> Check the influence oÍ the time-step on the results.
> Ensure that the time-step is adapted to the choice of the grid and the requested temporal

size by resolving the frequency of the realistic flow and ensure that it complies with
eventual stability Íequirements.

8,1.5. Guidelines on assessínent of enors
> A potential source of user errors is in implementing the solution strategy with a particular

code. Such errors might be minimised by the availability of a formal check list or by letting
another CFD analyst checking through the code input data. The types of questions which
should be considered are:
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made, is within the

and recognise the

Have the boundary conditions not only been properly defined, but also propêrly
applied?
Has the appropriate system of units been used?
ls the geometry correct?
Are the correct physical properties specified?
Have the intended physical and mathematical models been used (e.g. gravity Íorces,
rotation, user defined Íunctions)?
Have default parameters been changed which may affect the solution?
Has the appropriate convergence criterion been deÍinêd and used?

8.1.6. Guidelines on analysis and interpretation of results

8,í.6.í. Guidêlines on checking results
> Don't be seduced into believing that the solution is conect just because it has converged

and produced high-quality colour ptots (or even seductive video presentations) oí the CFO
simulations. N,4ake sure that an elemenlary interpretation of the Ílow-Íield explains the fluid
behaviour and that the trends oÍ the flow analysis can be reconcired with a simple view of
the flow.

) Check conserved variables, including an overall foÍce/momentum balance.
> Check that velocities, forces, prsssures, etc. have believable values.
> check whether fruid variables such as velocity and pressure are smoothly distributed over

lhe body,and vary rapidly only where expected. Dismntinuities may be ihe result of poor
panel deÍinitjon or insufÍicient mesh.

> PeÍform sorne simple hand calculations to check orders of magnitudes of variables.
> Run simple versions of the problem (e.9. with reduced geometry) to get an idea for the

numbers involved
> Make sure that the mean values of engineeÍing parameters derived from the simulation

are computed consistently (e.9. mass-average values, area-average values, time_average
values). Calculation of local and mean enginêering parametàrs with external poãt-
processing software may be inconsistent with the solution method of the code used.
Check that any test data used Íor comparison with the simulations is also computed in the
same way as the data Írom thê simulation.

8.í.6.2. Guidelines on the relevance of the results
> Consider whether the interpretation of the results and any decisions

accuracy of your computation.
> Ensure that the solution algorithm used is the most suitable,

approximations used.

> The accurâcy oÍ the solution will only bê as good as the accuracy of the inpul conditions.
> Compare the result with similar problems, or simpliÍied versions of the sâme problêm.

8.1.6.3. Guidelines on further sensitivity studies
> Perform the calculation using sêveral difÍerent pânel and grid densities.
> lnvestigate the sensitivity of boundary conditions.
> lf time permits run the problem using a different source code and compare the results.
> lnvestigate the effects of different viscous approximations or turbulence models.

8.1.7. Guidelines on documentation
> Keep good records oÍ the simulation with clear documentation of assumptions,

approximations, simpliÍlcations, geometry and data sources.
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> Organise the documentation of the calculations so that another CFD experl can íollow
what has been done.

D Be aware that the level of documêntation required depends strongly on the customers
requirements as deÍined in the problêm deÍinition.

8.1.8. Guidelines on communication with code devetoper

8.í.8.í. Guidelines forthe code developerand vendor
> A CFO user Íor non-routine applications should have good training and knowledge in

classical fluid mechanics, a broad understanding of numerical methods, and dêtailed
knowledge of the application being examined. This means that they will be able to
understand the limitations oÍ the models used (e.9. viscous effects, boundary conditions).

> The training and education requirement for more routine applications can be less
stringent, provided that clear guidelines or procedures have been established for the use
of the code being used. An example of a routine application would be the simulation of a
standard component in a design environment whêre many prêvious designs have been
calculated and only relatively small changes in geometries and boundaries condilions
occul'.

> ln both routine and non-routine applications, training on the use of the speciÍic CFD code
úth the solution of realistic exercises is needed.

8,1.8.2. Guidelines for the code user
> The user should recognise that codês can only be validated and verified for a class of

problems involving speciÍlc variables. lf the usêr is moving into an area where the code is
not fully verified there is more risk of code enors.

> A suite of test cases set up and run by the user on new cods releases provides an
indêpendent check on the code and highlights changes between releases (for example in
default parameters).

> When a code error is suspected, the user should communicatê this to the code vendor or
developer as soon as possible, especially if no list of known bugs has been published.
Other users may then proÍit Írom lhis experience or thê user may Íind that the bug is well-
known and a solution or work-around is availablê.

> ln communicatron with lhe code developer or code vendor about â suspected program
erÍor, the user should provide a short concise description of the problem and all the
necessary input data Íiles so that the error can be reproduced. ln cases where
commercial sensitivity precludes lhis, speciâl arrangements will need to be made.

8.2. RÁIVS calculations

8.2.1. Guidelines on solution strategy
> Having established a clear problêm definition, the user needs to translate this into a

solution strategy involving issues and quêstions that have been addressêd in the earlier
chapters of this document, such as:

r Mathematical and physical models.
o Pressure or density based solution method.
. Turbulence model.
. Availablecode/solver.
. Computal onal mesh.
. Boundary conditions.
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8.2.2. Guidelines on turbulence modelling
> Thê user should be aware that there iS no universally valid general model oÍ tuÍbulence

that is accurate for all classes oÍ Ílows. Validation and calibration of the turbulence model
is necessaÍy l,,r âll applications.

> lf possible, the user should examine the effect and sensitivity of results to the tuóulence
model by changing the turbulence model being used.

> The relevance of turbulence modelling only becomes signiÍicant in CFD simulations when
other sources of error, in particulaÍ the numerical and convergencê enors, have been
removed or properly controlled. Clearly no proper evaluation of the mêrits of different
turbulence rnodels can be made unless the discretisation enor of the numerical algorithm
is known, afd grid sensitivity studies bemme crucial for all turbulence model
compulations

8.2.2.1. Guidelinês on wall functions
> The meshing should be arranged so that the values of y. at all the wall adjacent mesh

points is greater than 30 (the form usually assumed for the wall functions is not valid
much below this value). lt is advisable that the y* values do not exceed .lOO and should
certainly never be less than '11. Some commercial CFD codes account for this by
switching to .rlternative functions if y- is < 30. Be aware oÍ this and check the usei
manuals.

> Cêll centred schemês have their integration points at different locations in a mesh cell
than cell vertex schemes. Thus the y1 value associated with a wall adjacent cell differs
according to which scheme is being used on the mesh. Care should be êxercised when
calculating the flow using diÍferent schemes or codes with wall functions on the same
mesh.

The values oí y'at the wall adjac€nt cells strongly inffuence thê prediction of Íriction and
hence drag. Tlrus particular care should be given to the placement of near-wall mêshing iÍ
these are impo(ant elements of the solution.

Check that the conect form of the wall Íunction is being used to take into account the wall
roughness.

8.2.2.2. Guidelines on near wall rêsolution
> Make sure that the turbulence model being used is capâble of resolving the flow structure

through to the wall.
) The value of y at the first node adjacent to the wall should be close to unity.
! Employ a snrirll stretching factor Íor progressing the mesh spacing away from the wall.

There should be at least ten mesh points between the wall and y' equal to 20.

8.2.2.3. Guidelines on weaknesses oÍ the standard k-e model
> The turbulenl kinetic energy is over-predicted in regions of flow impingement and re-

attachment le.rding to poor prediction of the development of Ílow around leading edges
and bluff bodres. Kato and Launder [1993] have proposed a modiÍication to the transport
equation for r lvhich is designed to tackle this problem.

> Regions oÍ re circulation in a swirling flow are under-êstimated. Reynolds Stress models
(RSÀ/) shou d be used to overcome this problêm.

> Highly swir|nq flows are gênerally poorly predicted due to the complex strain Íields.
Reynolds Stress models (RSM) or non-linear eddy viscosity models should be used in
these cases.

> Mixing is poorly predicted in flows with strong buoyancy efÍects or high streamline
curvature. Reynolds Slress models should be used in these cases.

> Flow separatir)n from surfaces under the action of adverse prêssure gradients is poorly
predicted. The real flow is likely to be much closer to separation (or more separated) than
the calculatiofs suggest. The Baldwin-Lomax one-equation model is often better than the
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standard k-r model in this respect, Baldwin and Lomax [1978]. The SST version of
Menteas k-ú) based, near wall rêsolved model mentioned in section 4.2.4 (Menter [Í993,
19961) also oÍfers a considerable improvement.

> Flow recovery following re-attachment is poorly predicted. Avoid the use of wall functions
in these regrors.

> The spreadin,i rates of wakes and round jets are predicted inconectly. The use oí non-
linear k-e mo(rels should be investigated Íor those problems.

> Turbulence dr ven secondary flows in straight ducts of non-circular cross section are !9!
predicted at al Linear eddy viscosity models cannot capture this feature. Use RSM or
nonJinear ed(ly viscosity modelling.

> Laminar and lransitional regions of flow cannot be modelled with the standard k-Ê model.
This is an act ve area of research in turbulence modelling. No simple practical advice can
be given other than advocating user intêrvention to switch the tuóulence model on or off
at predetern. r ed localions.

8.2.3. Guidelines on definition of geometry
> Check and document that the geometry of the object being calculated is the geometry as

intended. For example, the transÍer oÍ geometrical data from a CAD system to a CFD
system may rnvolve loss of suíace representation accuracy. Visual display of the
geometry helps here.

> ln general, rl is not necessary to explicitly include gêometícal features that have
dimensions t)rlow that oÍ the local grid size provided that they are taken into account in
the modellinq 1e.9. roughness in wall layer).

> ln areas wherc local detail is needed then grid reÍinemenl in local areas with Íine details
should be usrd, such as in the neighbourhood of fine edges, or small clearance gâps. lÍ
grid ÍeÍinen'rent is used the additional grid points should lie on the original geometry and
not simply be a linear interpolation of more grid points on the coarse grid.

> Check that tlr,,geometry is deÍined in lhe conect co-ordinate system and with the conect
units which aie requested by the CFD-code. CAD-systems often deÍine the geometry in
millimêtres arrl this must be converted to Sl-units if the code assumes that the geomêtry
information :, n these units. This is commonly done by most codes.

> lf the geomctry is altered or deformed by the hydrodynamic, mechanical or thermal
loading, thell iome structural/mechanical calculation may be necessary to determine the
exact geometr y.

8.2.4. Guidelirles on grids and grid design
D Clean up CAD geometry and for body Íitted gíds check that the surface grid conforms to

the CAD geoí etry.

> When using irlriodic boundary conditions ensure high precision of the interíace.

> Avoid highly skewed cells, in particular for hêxahedrâl cells or prisms the included angles
between the grid lines should be optimised in such a way that the angles âre
approximatelt", 90 degrees. Angles with less than 40 or more than 140 degrees ofren
show a detenoration in the results or lêad to numerical instabilities, especially in the case
oÍ transient síf ulations.

D The angle bi,l.reen the grid lines and the boundary of the computational domain (the wall
or the inlet- , ,rd outlet-boundaries) should be close to 90 degrees. This requirement is

stronger tha, lhe requirement for the angles in the flow Íield far away from the domain
boundaries.

> Avoid the use of tetrahedral elements in boundary layers.

> Away from boundaries, ensure that thê aspect ratio (the ratio oÍ thê sides of the elements)
is not too larlte This aspect ratio should be typically not laÍger than 20. Near walls this
restriction m.. be relaxed and indeed can be bêneÍicial.
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> The code relr,rirements oÍ mesh stretching or expansion ratios (rates of change of cell
size for adji., ..int cells) should be observed. The change in môsh spacing sÍould be
continuous ;r .l mesh size discontinuities be avoided, particularly in regiôns of high
gradients.

> The mesh should be Íiner in critical regions with high flow gradients, such as regions with
high shear, aid wherê there are significant changes in geometry or where suggested by
error estimators. Make use of local reÍinement of the mesh in these rêgions, in
accordance r,vrth the selected turbulence wall modelling (see Section S.3). The location of
a refinement inteíace should be away from high flow gradients.

> Check the .rsjumption of regions of high flow gradients assumed for the grid with the
rêsult of the q)Ínputation and reanange grid points if found to be necessâry.

> Analyse the sir tability of the mesh by a grid dependency study (this could be tocal) where
you use at l--ast lhree diÍferent grid resolutions. lf this is not feasiblê try to compare
difÍerent order of spatial discretisations on the same mesh (see Section 3.S). The tTfC
guidelines provide more detail in this area.

> Use thê globa topology oÍ the mesh to help satisfy the above guidelines.

8.2.5. Guidelines on boundary conditions

8.2.5.1. General guidelines on boundary conditions
> Ensure that arrpropriate boundary conditions are available for the câse being considered.

For swirling |ows consult manual to ensure appropriale boundary condition used (for
example, radiill equilibrium oÍ pressure Íield instead of constant static pressure). Special
non-reflectinE boundary conditions are sometimes required for oumow and inflow
boundaries \^,,f ere there are strong pressure gíadients Giles Ilggo].

) Check whell-.r the CFD code allows inflow at open boundâry conditions. lf inflow cânnot
be avoided .i an open boundary then ensure that the transported pÍoperties of the
incoming flu o rncluding turbulence boundary conditions are propêrly modelled.

> Examine the possibilities of moving the domain boundaries to a position where the
boundary corditions are more readily identiÍled, arê well-posed and can be precisely
specified.

> For each c .,.s of problem an uncertainty analysis should be carried out in which the
boundary coll(ltions are systematically changed within certâin limits to see the variation in
results. Shc r any of these variations prove to have a sensitive effect on the simulated
results and ,',.,d to large changes in the simulation, then it is clearly nêcessary to obtain
more accurirtt, data on the boundary conditlons that are spêcifiêd.

8.2.5.2. cuidelines on inlet conditions
> Examine the ; ossibilities of moving the domain inlet boundaries to a position wheÍe the

boundary corr.jitions are easily identified, are well-posed and can be precisely specified.
> For each c r!., of problem a sensitivity analysis should be canied out in which the inlet

boundary co. . Ltions are systematically changed within certain limits. Aspêcts that should
be examinec : ire:

. lnlet 1,Jw di[ection and magnilude.
o Uniforrr inlet velocity (slug flow) or vêlocity proÍile.

r Var:r: on oÍ physical paÍametgrs.

. Var rl .rn of turbulencê properties at inlet (see below).

8.2.5.3. Guio:lines on specification of turbulênce quantities at an inlêt
> A particularl, rportant issue is the spêciÍication of the turbulenc€ propertiês at the inlet to

the computii ,nal domain and veriÍied quantities should be used as inlet boundary
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conditions for turbulent kinetic energy k and dissipation E, if thesê are available as the
magnitude can significantly influencê the rêsults.

lf there are no data available, then the values need to be specified using sênsible
engineering assumptions, and the influence of the choice should be examined by
sensitivity tests with different simulations.
For the speciÍication of the turbulent kinetic energy k, values should be used which are
appropriate to the application. These values are generally speciÍied through a lurbulence
intensity level. ERCOFTAC guidelines suggest a variety oí values depending on flow
type. ln hydrodynamics, low "inlet" turbulence levels are likely, but zero turbulence will
bring about anomalies in turbulence modelling unless specialised approaches to laminar
and trânsitional regions are adopted.

The speciÍication of the turbulent length scale, as ân equivalent parameter for the
dissipation s, is more difÍicult. For external flows, a value deteÍmined from the assumption
that the ratio of turbulent and molecular viscosity [Í/tl is oÍ the order of 10 is appropriate.
For simulations in which the near-wall region is modelled, for example in two layer
modelling of boundary layers, the length scale should be based on the distance to the
wall and be consistent with the internal modelling in the code.

lf more sophisticated distributions of k ând € are used these need to bê consistent with
the velocity profile, so that the production and dissipation term in the turbulence equations
are in balance. An inconsistent formulation such as a constant velocity proíile and
constant profile of turbulence intensity at the inlet lead to an immediate unrealistic
reduction of the turbulence quantities after the inlet. These can be checked by making a
plot of the ratio of turbulent to molecular viscosity [Í /p. ln cases where problems arise
the inflow boundary should be movêd suÍficiently far Írom the region of interest so that an
inlet boundary layer can develop.
For RSM models the stresses themselves need to be speciÍied, and as these are
noÍmally not available an assumption of isotropic flow conditions with zero shear stresses
is generally made.

8.2.5.4. Guidelines on outlet conditions
> The boundary conditions imposed at the outlet should be selected to have a weak

influence on the upstream flow. Extreme care is needed when specifying flow velocities
and directions on the outlet plane. Thê most suitable oumow conditions are weak
formulations involving speciÍication of static pressure at the outlet plane.

> Particular câre should be taken in strongly swirling flows where the pressure diskibution
on the outlet boundary is strongly influenced by the swirl, and cannot be speciÍied
independently of the swirl coming from upslream.

> Be aware oÍ the possibility of inlet flow inadvertently occurring at the outÍlow boundary,
which may lead to difficulties in obtaining a stable solution or even to an incorrect
solution. lf it is not possible to avoid this by relocating the position of the outlet boundary
in the domain, then one possibility to avoid this problem is to restrict the flow area at the
outlet, provided that the oumow boundary is not nêar the region of interest.

> lf there are multiple outlets, then either pressure boundary conditions or mass flow
speciÍlcations can be jmposed depending on the known quantities.

8.2.5.5. Guidelines on solid walls
> Care should be takên that the boundary conditions imposed on solid walls are consistent

with both the physical and numerical models used.

> lÍ roughness on the wall is not negligible, significant levels of uncertainty can arise
through incorrect specification of roughness within the wall function and when no detailed
inÍormation is available great caíe is needed. Resêarch in this aÍea in ship hydrodynamics
has been considerable.
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8.2.5.6. Guidelines on symmetry and periodicis planes
> Symmetry and periodicity planes assume that the gradients perpendicutar to the ptane

are eitheÍ zero (for symmetry) or determined from the Ílow Íield (periodicity). lf symmetry
or periodicity planes cross the inlet or outlet boundaries then care should be taken to
specify inlet or outlet variables that are consistent with these.

8.2.5.7. Guidelines on uncertainties with steady flow, symmetry and
periodicity

> Check carefully whether the gêometry is symmêtric or whether a geometrical distortion or
disturbance in the inlet conditions is present which can trigger asymmetric solutions.

> Estimate the Reynolds-number of the inflow and check whether the flow could be
asymmetric, furbulent and/or unsteady (e.9. by sources or literature).

> After obtaining a steady solution, switch to the transient mode and check whether the
solution remains stable.

> lf there are difficulties to get a converged steady solution - especially if there is an
oscillation of the residuals - switch to the transient mode.

> ln case of doubt, the simulation should be unsteady and without symmetry assumptions
as boundary conditions.

8.2.6. Guidelines on convergence
) Be aware that different codes have different deÍinitions of residuals.
> Always check the convergence on global balances (conservation of mass, momentum

and turbulent kinetic energy) where possible, such as the mass flow balancê at inlet and
outlet and at intermediate planes within the flow domain.

D Check not only the residual itself but also the rate oÍ change oí the residual with
increasing iteration count.

) Convergence of a simulation should not be assessed purely in terms of the achievement
of a particular level of residual error. Carefully deÍine solution sensitive target quantities
for the integrated global parameters of interest and select an acceptable level of
convergence based on the rate of change of these (such as mass Ílow, lift, drag, and
moment forces on a body).

> For each class of problem carry out a test of the effect of converging to diÍferent levels of
residual on the integrated parameter of interest (this can be a single calculation that is
stopped and restarted at different residual levels). This test demonstrates al what level of
residual the parameter of interest can be considered to have converged and identiÍies the
level of residual that should be aimed at in similar simulations of this class of problem.

> [,1onitor the solution in at least one point in a sensitive area to see if the region has
reached convergence.

> For calculations that are proving difficult to converge, then the following advice may be
helpful:

. Use more robust numerical schemes during the Íirst (tÍansient) period of
convergence and switch to more accurate numerical schemes as the
convergence improves.

. Reduce parameters controlling convergence, for instance under relaxation
parameters or the CFL number.

. lÍ the solution is heavily under-relaxed increase relaxation factors at the end to
see if the solution holds.

. Check whether switching from a stêady to a time-accurate calculation has any
effect.

. Consider using a differênt initial condition for the calculation.

. Check the numerical and physicâl suitability of boundary conditions (see also
Section 3.7.3 and Chapter 5)
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Check whether the grid quality in areâs with large residual has any effect on the
convergence rate.

Look at the residual distribution and.associated flow field for possible hints, ê.g.
regions with large residuals or unrealistic velocity levels.

8.3. Potential flow

8.3.1. Guidelines on definition of non-tinear problems
> Linearised potentialflow methods have limitations with regard to wave slope.
> careful panel distribution is required at the vesser/íree surÍace interface to provide

enough resolutlon to resolve the wave proÍile sufÍicienfly.
> should wave breaking be possibre within thê sorution, for êxampre near the bow or at high

speed, solutions may be unstable and require local grid coarsening to achieve â
converged result.

> control oÍ the free surface panel size in the far Íield should take account of the effect of
growing panel size on wave propagation and speed.

8.3.2. Guidelines on integration of viscous effects
! The use of empirical formula to estimate additional viscous efÍects should be used as an

approximate mêthod only, and care should be exe[cised in the choice of skin friction
correlation line.

> Such methods can only be applied where the flow remains attached.
> For accurate resorution oÍ stêrn wave and transom effects, where viscous forces are

significant, empirical viscous appíoximations may not be sufficient.

8.3.3. Guidelines on definition of geometry
> check thât the geometry is defined in the conect co-ordinate system and with the coÍect

units which are requested by the CFO-code. CAD-systems often deÍine the geometry in
millimetres and this must be converted to sr-units if thê code assumes that thã g"orêtry
information is in these units. This is commonly done by most codês.

> lf the geometry is altered or deformed by the hydrodynamic or mechanical loading, then
some structural/mechanical calculation may be necessary to determine the exact
geometry.

> Ensure thal panels edges meet exacfly and that the body is totally enclosed, especially if
importing body geometry from a CAO model.

> Grid reÍinement is required in areas of râpid pressure change.
> Flow separation will only occur wherever the user sets it to (i.e. where a wake sheet is

applied).
> Careful panel deÍinition is required at regions oÍ high curvature (e.g. ât the teading edge

oÍ propeller blades, Íln stabilisers) to represent the body accurately. A finer distribúion-of
panels should be used in regions likely to experience high fluid flow.

> The trailing edge must be located at a panel intersection to satisfy the Kutta condition.
When dêíining panels around a section it may be easiest to start Írom the trailing edge.

> lf thê panels or the fluid domain are to be translated or rotated careful thought should be
given to the location of the panels.

) lf a cubic spline formulation is usêd care needs must be taken with lhe curve end
conditions when trying to model sharp changes in direction.

> Adjacent bodies must not intersect or overlap.
> Panels should havê a low aspect ratio and should not be highly skewed. Element sizes

should vary gradually over the body, Should quadrilateral panels exhibit high levels of
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skew, they should be replaced by two triangular panels, blended to the surrounding panel
size.

> Plate element normals musl point outwards from the body.
> Try to use the symmetry properties of the body geometry to the full.
> For free surface frows at reast 16 paners per waverength are rêquired for adequate

resolution oÍ the wave profire, and users shourd in any 
-case perÍoim mesh 

""nsitiritystudies to galn confidence in the results.
> The wake sheet shourd extend far enough downstream to capture sufficient detair of the

flow.
> For propellers, the optimum chord-wise panel distribution will depend on the shape and

radius of the leading edge.

8.3.4. Guidelines on boundary conditions
> check that appropriate boundary conditions are avairabre for the flow being modeled> Ensure that waves are not reflected from the domain boundaries in time dômain

simulations.
> Systematic variâtion of boundary conditions e.g. the location oÍ a radiation boundary,

should be carÍied out to dêtermine the uncertainÇ effects. lÍ these effects are signiÍicantã
more detailed analysis of the boundary conditiona will be necessary.

> The wall boundary conditions wifl inherenfly be 'Íree-srip' for a potentiar flow. lf this is
unsuitable, a difÍerent method or different viscous approximation sÀould be used.
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